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A School of Thrift
A Savings Account at this bank has been a School of
Thrift and a foundation of business success for many
people. The savings accounts of students are invited.

'4% INTEREST PAID ON
() SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

_.SAVE TO LEARNLEARN TO SAVE

The Western Bank & Trust Co.
Twelfth and Vine Streets

Clifton Heights B'ranch at Hughes Corner
Clifton Avenue and McMillan Street
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~

BALL BEARING ELEVATORS
Full automatic freight and passenger elevators,

speed up to 600 feet per minute.

Shepard elevators are the most efficient and have
the lowest maintenance cost of any elevator on the

. market.

You are cordially invited to visit our new plant. -

THE SHEPARD ELEVATOR CO.
2413 to 2431 COLERAIN AVENUE·

CINCINNATI" OHIO

O. F. SHEPARD. U. C. '96
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A New Source·
o PO ER ..

The continued industrial expansion of
America depends, in a large measure, upon the avail--
ability of an ample supply of cheap power.

A most efficient Industrial Steam Cycle is coming into
use; a cycle which through the use of high initial steam
pressures provides a source of cheap power for any plant
using steam for processing.

There has been a definite trend toward the adoption
of hiqher steam pressures in the Public Utility field. ·Our
intimate identification with this development led to the
realization that the use of high pressures could be advan-
tageously extended to Industrial plants by generating
steam at a pressure sufficiently high to develop theamount
of power required, when the turbines or engines are ex-
hausting at a pressure high enough to meet the steam
needs for process work. The prime movers thus act as re-
ducing valves ond the steam serves a double purpose in
its reduction frominiticl pressure to final exhaust pressure.

The cycle is simple, dependable and economical.
Several installations of this type are already in suc-

cessful operation. Several more are designed and in course
of construction.

This Company has developed, manufactured and in-
stalled all types of steam generating equipment covering
a wide range-of pressures up to 1400 lb. per square inch
- and, we are now building units to operate at 1800 lb.
pressure. This will be the highest steam pressure in com-
mercial use in America and the plant in which these units
are being installed, will be the largest steam plant in the
'world- operating at such a pressure.

The use of high pressures involves many engineering
problems which necessitate .close coordination. of fuel
burning and steam generating equipment. As pioneers in
the development of complete steam generating units-
both stoker and pulverized fuel fired types-Combustion
Engineering Corporation is in a position to give valuable
counsel to those interested in the economies of high pres-
sure steam.

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING CORPORATION
International Combustion Bldg., 200 Madison Ave., N. Y.

A Subsidiary of
.NTERNATIONAL COMBUSTION tNGINEERING CORPORATION
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"On Test"
FROM all parts of the world they corne
. each year- -;selected college graduates to
begin their duties as G-E Test men

From giant turbines to tiny relays, millions
of dollars worth of equipment is tested by
these young engineers during their training
period.

This rigorous training, embracing practically
every phase of electrical engineering, better
fits them for their life work whether it be in
the General Electric organization or else-
where. *
But it is not only electrical knowledge which
is gained "on test". Here men also find in-
spiration which prepares them for leadership
in this electrical age.

~
"Conservatively, 90 per cent
of General Electric test
course "graduates" are en-
gaged in electrical and allied
industries; more than two-
thirds of this nurn her remain
with the General Electric
Company.

95-605DH

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
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THE ACTING DEAN'S PAGE
By DR. R. C. GOWDY

nESEARCH is the fashion of the day. Big in- sea:ch for the solutions of new problems with which
R dustries subsidize it and profit not only from he IS confronted. .
its discoveries but from the advertising value of its Applications and developments can not be made
popular appeal. Little industries groan under the unless there is something to apply or develop, and the
expense of competing in research or groan because practice of engineering therefore is founded on the
they can not afford to do it. Individuals either have body of observed facts which constitute existing
a superiority complex because they do some original scientific knowledge. In its older meaning the term
investigation or apologize because the press of other research was applied only to investigations of a
duties prevents them from making momentous dis- general and- fundamental nature, expected to add
coveries. to our understanding of the world in which we live.

Notwithstanding the very common and frequent The major portion of this type of research was not
use of the word "research," there is not always a done by engineers in the direct practice of their pro-
clear understanding of its meaning and there are fession, but by scientific investigators who had little
certainly widely varying conceptions of its purpose or no concern with the application of their findings.
and its aims. Technical applications and developments frequently

To the layman, research conjures up a picture of require further reaserch for fundamental information,
some immense engineering laboratory filled with but, because of the special motive for the investiga-
huge machines, flying belts and the hiss of escaping tion, it may stop short when immediate needs are
steam. In this turmoil there are little black insects fulfilled even when most promising revelations are
which, on closer inspection, turn out to be men. almost within sight.
Beneath the picture is a caption containing the It is never possible to appraise correctly the value
words, "colossal," "biggest," "most modern," of a discovery when it is made, for few fundamental
"super-" and "costliest." Or the picture may be discoveries have been applied immediately. Fara-
that of 'a small dark room, ~lut:ered wi~h asso.rted day's work provided the information necessary for
junk, conspicuous among which ISan antique rmcro- the construction of dynamos, but a half century rolled
scope. An undersized, insignificant specimen of around before successful machines came into exten-
humanity with Harold Lloyd spe.ctacles gazes in sive practical use, About two hundred years ago,
rapt admiration through an eye-piece attach~d to Du Fay discovered that flames and hot bodies would
an unpromising pile of wreckage, and the printed discharge electricity, but only a few years have passed
matter beneath the picture explains that this is since this phenomenon was applied in the vacuum
Professor So-and-so, in his private laboratory, dis- tubes used in telephony, radio, X-rays and many
covering the "law of Causeand E.ffect." electrical devices. Helium was discovered through

But even when the pictures are not a~ badl~ com- spectroscopic observations of the sun, a study which
posed as these examples, there may still be In the one would not expect to lead to-anything of practical
minds of many a failure to distinguish between in- value. Later this gas was found on the earth, but in
vestigation, application and development. It is such small quantities that it seemed a useless ele-
futile to quarrel about the meaning of a word and if mente When a large supply became available it was
"research" does come, or has come, to mean any utilized for dirigibles, for the production of tempera-
activity containing any element of novelty, then that tures less than a degree from the absolute zero and
is what we will mean by "research." But then it for certain electric lighting effects.
will be necessary to find.another word for that quest The value of a single discovery may be greatly
for new knowledge which was formerly known as enhanced by subsequent discoveries and some new
resear~h. . . .. fact may in turn make possible the application of

Engineering ISconcerned largely WIth the applica- other knowledge, which, taken by itself, had not been
tion of laws and facts and the development of ma- found of use. For example, the discovery that gases
chines and processes .to supply n~cessItIes, comforts could be liquified or even solidified provided a means
and luxuries to mankmd. There IS,. or ~t least there of obtaining very low temperatures. At these very
should be, an .e~hical an? humamt~na: t.re;~h t~ low temperature it was found that charcoal would
engineering actIhvIt.y,t: It ca~ not t eft enIde. tad absorb large quantities of gas and produce very high
the course of tec mea progress ISmas 0 en tree e . d
b . And because this pressure is vacua. In these very high vacua, and only un ery economICpressure. " . . h h .. .. d"
insistent and compelling th-e engineer is forced to a this condition, could t e t errmomc emission IS-
continual revision of his methods: and a constant (Continued on page 13) -
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Large or Small The approching commencement one's engineering services can result only in very
Corporations season, withal it's being a mile- general conclusions. There are, however, certain
as Employers stone of accomplishment, ushers definite questions to be answered in -any particular

in a maze of uncertainty to each instance. The type of organization answering .the
young engineer graduating. Though he has chosen greater number of these questions satisfactorily is
a definite professional career and secured training in the logical choice. What is the financial status of
its general and fundamental aspects, the problem of the corporation? What are the chances for promo-
specialization or segregation within the profession tion or advancement? What will the remuneration
immediately arises. Another insistent question, and be? And finally, what are the opportunities for
one equally important, regards the type of organiza- rendering service and carrying responsibility?
tion to be selected as the field of endeavor by the
would-be engineer. Shall he identify himself with a Financial Financial status is important for
small corporation or shall be affiliate with a large Status of the two reasons. First, the engineer
organization? Corporation must be assured of a continuing

Consideration of the advantages of choosing a organization for the investment of
large or small corporation for the first marketing of his services. Second, with the almost universal
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adoption of employee ownership plans, the engineer Aids to The aids to advancement, such
will look forward to part ownership in the business Advancement as facilities for training and atti-
as a matter of course; and, just as any other investor, tude of employer, which are intrin-
he will expect a sound basis for the investment of sic in the organization, must be evaluated. A na-
his money. tionally known "large" corporation, earnestly at-

No doubt, the large corporation is the most de- tempting to prove that individual work is recognized
sirable in most cases from the standpoint of finance: in its organization, cites specific accomplishments of
Quoting from the "Iron Age," of January 3, last, it young engineers, and states,
is noted that, "This company offers great attractions to young

"Not the least of the advantages accruing from me~ .o~enterprise and genius because it daily prooideu
consolidation (into large corporations) are increases fac~l~t~es and opporiumiiies uihich. smaller compame«
in financial strength, permitting the adoption of the cannot offer.
latest scientific methods and supporting broader A company which has ceased to expand soon de-
technical and market research. Greater financial velops a perfected organization, in which an aspiring
resources likewise are Important to carryon Install- .. .ment selling which has become an establi h d 1· engineer has little outlook. Large corporations can, IS e po ICY b tt f h an i . ductiin merchandising consumer goods." e er oster sue an mcreasmg pro uction program

Certainly the large corporation possesses the be~~~s~ of their facilities for developi~g ne~ lines,
greater stability, and usually shows the larger profits. utilizing by-prod.uct~, et cetera, carrymg ~Ith ~he
It must be remembered in this consideration how- mcreosuui organization a demand for engmeermg
ever, that consistency of profit or earnings is the im- tale?~ .. This advantage is off~et b~ the grea~er
portant factor. A small corporation with steady flexibility of the ~mall;: production U~It. Referrmg
earnings is rather to be desired than a large corpora- to .small corporations, The Iron Age, of January 3,
tion with spasmodic earnings or perhaps large pomts out,
amount. "They can alter production and get sales caJ?-

paigns under way before a more cumbersome orgamz-
ation has finished assembling and digesting depart-

Opportunities Advancement is the cherished mental reports."
for Advancement and legitimate desire of every ~, -

young engineer. Initial ad- Remuneration What has been said of advance-
vancement probably will come sooner in a large ment in managerial rank, may be
organization than in a small one. A limiting "crust" said of salaries. From the purely monetary stand-
or saturation point is soon reached however, beyond point it is problematical whether a higher position in
which it is an extremely slow and difficult process to a small corporation is better than a less imposing
penetrate. If the ultimate aim is an executive posi- situation in a large corporation. The following
tion, it can be realized sooner in the small corpora- reply has been made to the statement that, "A large
tion. One advantage of an executive position with company can afford to hire the best brains for a given
a smaller firm is the opportunity and necessity of position."
developing managerial ability of the highest type. ~'~t is true. that big business puts a premium on
Mr. Robert Kent, director of engineering and sales ability of a high order, but It IS also c<?mmon knowl-
f D·· B CU· N ... edge that there IS a scarcity of superior managerial
or The .IvIne. ros .. 0., tIC~, · Y., predIctIn~ In capacity. Furthermore, the impersonal character

a recent magazine article that Smaller Corporations of control in many large corporations with insistence
Will Be Secure," states, on profits crowding out other considerations, some-

"The small corporation, with good management, times b~gets a high rate of executive turnover. .. ·
can compete with the large on equal terms. But Salary IS not the sole .consIderatIOn of those. selling
wise management of the smaller unit is important." their services: stability of employment IS also

valued."
Other advantages peculiar to the small firm execu-

tive are mentioned in "The Iron Age," as referred Opportunities Dean A. A. Potter, of the Engi-
to above. for Service and neering College of Purdue Univer-

"While the head of a small company rarely pos- Responsibility sity in "Giving Advice to Seniors"
sesses the well-rounded ability that- can be expected (1925), asks,
from a group of executives in a larger organization, "Do they appreciate the fact that Service, the
he has a stronger incentive to achievement, especially object of every worthwhile career, is to be considered
if he has a large stake in stock ownership. In in the light of one's talents and interests together
addition, he has the advantage of closer relations with the opportunities offered for the assumption of
with his organization and his trade." responsibility?"

Whether or not he aspires to an executive position, It seems to the writer that Dean Potter has singled
the small corporation engineer avoids the. limited out the most important of the several questions facing
outlook accompanying' very minute technical spe- the graduate engineer. And since the opportunity
cialization, which exists invariably in larger concerns. for service and responsibility appears greater in the
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small corporation, its choice seems so much the more rial goal in a smaller corporation may be the ideal
desirable. career. As stated in "The Bridge of Eta Kappa
Ethically, of course, it makes no difference what Nu," of January, 1925, by Mr. R. Seybold, of The

the decision is - with this exception. It is decided- Westinghouse Company:
ly unethical to "capitalize" on expert or confidential "The prestige one enjoys when employed by the
knowledge derived in good faith from a larger cor- larger ~oncerns aids in his ~ontact with the outside,
poration by bootlegging the information to smaller professionally, socially or In personal business, If

'. ." In later years he desires to change employment, the
customers. Thls,~?e~ n~t Imply that, In the course experience gained with the large manufacturing con-
of human events, It IS dishonorable to transfer from cerns gives him a good foundation and recommenda-
a large to a smaller organization. In fact (from the tion for the new job, be it operating or manufactur-
standpoint of the individual), a few years training ing, with a large or small concern." . - , ..
in a large company preceding an executive or manage- HOWARD A. BLAIR, E'. E.'29 ..._,,'

PROFESSOR JENKINS -AN APPRECIATION
As this issue of the magazine goes to press, the day activities. A ruggedly independent thinker on

University, and especially the College of Engineering subjects of daily conversation, he was always a
and Commerce, mourn:s the passing of 0rn:e of its best- stimulating companion and his most positive opinions
loved professors. Trilnues and expreesums of sym- d t bl d d 1· htf 1 b th f ·1·. . were rna e accep a e an e Ig u y e un ai mgpathy have been receioed from many alumni and from
cfficials of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, the Engineers' Club, the Engineer Reseroe, the
Army Ordnance Association and the Automobile Club,
in all of which orqomizations he was prominent and
active. The following resolution was passed by the
Faculu; of the College of Engineering and Commerce.

IT IS hard to estimate' what is meant by the loss of
a friend and colleague such as Alexander Lewis

Jenkins. In a long period of continuous service his
contribution to the College of Engineering and Com-
merce was cumulative and Iar-reaching.. As a
scholar and engineer he enriched the University's
intellectual life with a great store of information and
a native bent toward scientific investigation. His
clear understanding of machines and processes made
his scientific knowledge directly useful, not only in
his University work but also in his manifold contacts
with industry and with the learned societies to which
he regularly contributed.
As a teacher, he possessed a rare ability to trans-

late specialized knowledge into terms which the
learner could readily understand. For advanced
students he supplied a rigorous training which was
acknowledged to be the most valuable kind of intel-
lectual discipline. Notwithstanding the difficulty of
his requirements they were cheerfully met, because
the students recognized his sincere interest in their
preparation for success. This same interest became
even more evident after their graduation. In the
midst of his many tasks he somehow found time to
keep in touch with the large and widely scattered
body of alumni from his department. To the gradu-
ates, as well as to his colleagues and students, his
death brings a deep sense of personal loss.
'. .His 'originality was not confined to scientific
research.butwas equally manifested' in all his every-

A lexander Lewis Jenkins

-
charm of his personality. Among those who enjoyed
the privilege of close association with him he will be
sorely missed and long remembered.
In adopting this tribute to his memory, the

Faculty wishes to conveyto his family assurances of
heartfelt sympathy in their bereavement.
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THE BASIC RESEARCH LABORATORY
By JAMES J. CAMPBELL, Ch. E.'29

AL~OST four years ago there was organized as biochemistry, biophysics, and biology, as we classify
a department of the Institute of Scientific these sciences. Actually, it is a problem in science."

Research a laboratory for "Basic Science Research." In this Basic Science Research Laboratory there
This new venture in scientific investigation- was in- are, therefore, chemists, physicists, biologists, bac-

Basic Research Laboratory Library and Lounge

spired by the idea that the fundamental laws of teriologists, biochemists, mathematicians, and doc-
nature are universal in their application, and that, tors of medicine working together in a cooperative
therefore, the same elementary laws apply in biology effort to solve certain fun-damental problems, and to
or in physics, in chemistry or in physiology, in bac- apply coordinated knowledge to various uses less
teriology or in pathology. fundamental in character.

With our present conception of the world about The first investigation undertaken by the labora-
us, we believe all material things to be built up of tory was for the purpose of determining whether or
minute units called "atoms." In terms of these fun- not the quantum theory of physics held in the field of
damental building bricks (when we know enough biology. Some experiments were described in a
about them and about the laws governing their ac- previous issue of "The Co-operative Engineer."
tion) we should be able to explain all material sub- Since that time further results "have been obtained,
stances, organic or inorganic, living or dead. practically establishing the principle that quantum

Quoting from Acting President Schneider, who is relations hold as well for biological processes as they
largely responsible for the organization of the labora- do in purely physical problems.
tory and whose conception of coordinated research What is the quantum theory? It is one of the
has been a guiding force in its work: most important of the developments of modern phy-

". . . A headache is not a biological problem sics. Briefly, it assumes that the radiation of energy
because it happens to perform in the human body. from bodies - such as the radiation of light from the
It is a problem in mathematics, physics, chemistry, sun, the radiation of heat from a glowing mass of
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coals, the radiation of X-rays from a Coolidge tube - As at present developed, the quantum theory
is an atomic 'or molecular phenomenon in which the further states that the size of the packet coming from
energy emitted by each atom is 'of a certain definite each atom (that is, the quantity or"energy emitted
amount or quantity. In more popular language, the 'by each atom) is governed entirely by th'e frequency
radiated energy comes out from the radiating mate- or wave length of the radiated energy. Thus- there
rial in packets of definite sizes. is, according to this theory (and this is supported by
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of bacteria should be killed at a definite wave length
in the ultra-violet region and at wave lengths shorter
than this critical length. To test the applicability of
quantum relations to biological actions it wa-sdecided
to investigate the truth of this prediction.

In order to make these tests it was necessary to be
able to expose bacteria to different wave-lengths in the
ultra-violet, and from these experiments to determine
at what wave lengths the killing took place. In the
first experiments, the desired irradiating wave lengths
were obtained by filtering the light from a quartz,
mercury-arc source through quartz cells containing
different solutions. The determination of suitable
solutions to use as filters was quite a problem, and
involved much study and experimental work.

The irradiation experiments with filters developed
in the laboratory indicated that bacteria of the type
used began to kill at a wave length of about 2,800
Angstrom units (0.00002800 cms.), and that the
killing extended from this point into the short ultra-
violet region. Such results were extremely encourag-
ing. It was decided to try more accurate methods of
experimentation in order further to bear them out.

To do this, a quartz spectrograph was used, spread-
ing the ultra-violet from a quartz, mercury-arc
source into a spectrum of wave lengths from about
2,000 to 5,000 Angstroms. A glass slide was then
covered with nutrient medium for growing bacteria,

Fig. 2 - Bacterial culture exposed to the ultra-violet spectrum
formed by a quartz spectograph. The dark lines show where
bacteria were killed. Note that the killing begins at a certain
critical wave-length and continues at shorter wave-lengths.

inoculated with bacteria, and exposed to the spec-
trum in the spectrograph. After exposure, the slide
was placed in an incubator and kept at the optimum
temperature for growth of the bacteria. Upon ex-
amination twenty-four hours later, the slide showed
strong growth of bacteria on most portions of the
medium but no growth on portions corresponding to
the prominent mercury arc lines of wave length
shorter than 2,900 Angstroms. This experiment was
repeated many times with different varieties of
bacteria, always with similar results.

Some objection might have been made to the filter
technique on the grounds that a slight amount of

a large amount of experimental evidence), a definite
relation between the frequency of radiant energy and
the quantity emitted per atom by the radiating-body.
For X-rays there are certain quanta of energy ra-
diated per atom, for ultra-violet lightthere are .smal-

Fig. 1- Quartz ultra-violet lamp, filter cell, and filter solutions for
determ-ining the effect of different wave lengths in the ultra-violet
on biological materials. ~- ~ - S

ler quanta, for visible light smaller quanq:, , ,dnd for
heat radiations still smaller quanta.

N ow what does this mean with regard to biological
materials? How can it be applied to biological
problems?

The radiation of energy by atoms is accompanied
by changes in the atoms. Conversely, the absorp-
tion of energy by atoms is accompanied by atomic
changes, and frequently by permanent chemical
changes resulting from atomic changes. For in-
stance, light energy is involved in the drying of many
paints and varnishes. It is the chemical effect of
light that is made use of in photography. Again,
it has been known for a long time that certain kinds
of light (ultra-violet) will kill bacteria.

N ow these chemical effects, resulting from the
action of radiant energy on atoms, must (according
to the quantum theory) be associated with definite
energy quanta. It follows that they must be asso-
ciated with definite frequencies or wave lengths
(since the size of the energy packets, or quanta, de-
pends upon the frequency of the radiant energy).

In other words, if a certain variety of bacteria is
subjected to various radiations it should be found
(according to the theory) that as the frequency is
increased and wave length decreased from the long
heat waves, through the visible region, into the short
ultra-violet waves, the bacteria will begin to be
killed at a certain wave length in the ultra-violet
region, and that the killing will continue as the wave
length is made shorter beyond this critical point.

The quantum theory as applied to the biological
effect of radiations indicates, then, that a given kind
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radiation of wave length other than that desired
came through the filters. Here was a method, "how-
ever, which was above such criticism. It was be-
lieved, therefore, that the applicability of the quan-

An interesting fact brought out by the experiments
was that the lethal action on living materials always
began at practically the same wave length. This, if
one stops to consider, is just what might be expected.

Here on the earth, living beings are subjected to
radiations from the sun. These radiations extend
through the infra-red and heat regions into the ultra-
violet, to a wave-length limit ranging from about
3,500 to 2,900 Angstroms (depending upon atmos-
pheric conditions, time of year, altitude, etc.). No
radiations of wave lengths shorter than 2,900 Ang-
stroms reach life on the earth, and this is the extreme
limit (the average limit probably being closer to
3,100 Angstroms.)

Fie, 3 - Micrograph of Aspergillus Niger van Tieghem, one of
the types of micro-organisms used in the critical wave-length
studies.

rt':, •...
tum theory of physics to the lethal action of radia-
tions on bacteria had been successfully demonstrated.

If the killing of bacteria by ultra-violet light is a
quantum action, what about the effect of radiations
on other types of materials? It was desirable to
investigate other forms of living matter, and non-
living, inorganic chemical compounds.

Using one or the other of the two modes of inves-
tigation - filters or the quartz spectrograph - the
action of ultra-violet on the decomposition of potas-
sium iodide, on the destruction of enzymes, on the
killing of various molds and yeast, on the killing of
protozoa, on the stimulation of plant life, and on the
irritation of the epithelial tissue of the human body
was studied. All of these effects were demonstrated
to start at critical wave lengths and to continue at
shorter wave lengths. All of them are, therefore,
believed to be quantum actions.

Simple as it may seem, the experimental work in-
volved in these investigations was by no means easy.
Special apparatus had to be built in many instances.
Thousands of observations had to be taken in order
to confirm results and to eliminate possible errors, so
that the final conclusions could be accepted as
positive.

Fig. 4 - Destruction of yeast (Saccharomyces Ceriviseae) by
ultra-violet light. The dark areas of this culture plate were
exposed to unfiltered ultra-violet, while the light areas were
shielded by means of a metal screen. The white dots are yeast
colonies growing in the unexposed. (shielded) areas. No
colonies appear in the exposed areas.

Now the lethal effect on living materials begins at
about 2,900 Angstroms - at the point at which the
sun's most extreme radiations stop. Thus living
materials are ideally adapted to conditions as we find
them here on the earth. The characteristics of the
radiations reaching the earth from the sun may have
changed during the history of life on the earth. If so,
living materials have adapted themselves to these
changes.

Enterprises seldom stand still. They either grow
or decline. This is as true of research as of other lines
of endeavor. Discoveries along a particular line
lead to experiments and discoveries along other lines.
As new discoveries are made, possible applications
arise, and the development of these applications calls
for further experimental work.

It is natural, therefore, that from one particular
problem the program of the Basic Science Laboratory
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conclusion on the control of infestation (by moths,
beetles, etc.) of ground pepper, and on various
methods for controlling the molding of certain food
products. This year, a method has been developed
for measuring the thickness of thin films of plated

Fig. 6 -Graph showing the relation between time of exposure of
mold cultures to ultra-violet and the extent of destructive aeiion,

gold, and work is under way on a variety of problems,
including a study of certain light-sensitive varnishes,
plating and sputtering alloys of fine metals, control \,
of color changes in certain food products, and artifi-
cial ripening of food products.

As concrete results of its work, the Laboratory has
obtained a basic patent which covers practically
every conceivable type of process,in which irradiation
with limited portions of the spectrum is employed.
This patent has wide application in industry.

As to the future - what could be more hopeful?
The coordinated type of research is unique and is the
most efficient method of attacking the type of prob-
lems at hand, Problems are unlimited, and most of
them have important practical application. There
are virgin fields to conquer, and to those on the staff,
the road to these virgin fields seems to lie straight
ahead.

adjunct to independent research, but it will be most
unfortunate if anything is allowed to interfere with
the individual investigator.

The outstanding fact, at once discouraging and
hopeful, is the breadth and diversity of the field now
open to scientific work. Neither funds, equipment
nor personnel are available to attack but a small
fraction of the problems which challenge solution.
But, fortunately, it is not necessary for the engineer
to sit quietly and wait until human knowledge is
complete; there is a good working equipment of it
already at his disposal. Perhaps the most produc-
tive of all investigations for the student and the
practicing engineer would be a research of research.

There is still much hidden treasure in dusty vol-
umes with uncut leaves. And libraries are free.

'"' 1 Z s 4 .5-:a-,q .3 6 q
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Fig. 5 - Destruction of mold by ultra-violet. TheseC::uzlures of
Aspergillus Glancus were exposed to ultra-violet rays of killing
wave-lengths for different periods of time.

of vaccines, the effect of radiations on the toxicity of
various salts, ultra-violet sterilization of vaccines,
effect of soft X-rays upon bacteria and other biologi-
cal materials, activation of ergosterol into vitamin
D (the vitamin which prevents rickets), etc.

There are many commercial problems. Last year,
research was conducted and brought to a satisfactory

The Acting Dean's Page
(Continued from page 5)

covered by Du Fay be utilized for many of its
applications.

Most of the information which we have regarding
natural phenomena and the laws which govern our
material world has been the result of independent
research carried on by individuals who were endowed
with abnormal curiosity about their surroundings.
Such work is apt to appear aimless and often useless
at the time it is done, yet there is a guiding thread of
continuity through it all, as the present state of
scientific knowledge amply proves.

In more recent years there is apparent a tendency
to organize research and direct it along certain
specific lines. This type of work may be a valuable

has expanded to include many problems. Each line
of investigation has led to other lines. Each of these
has led to still others. At all times, however, it has
been kept in mind that the Laboratory should prima-
rilypursue the discovery of fundamental or basic laws.

Space will permit but a brief resume of the more
important problems into which the laboratory has
been led. These may be grouped under two headings
- the medical and the commercial.

Of medical problems, one of importance has to do
with the determination of the nature of cancer, of its
causes, and of methods for its control.

Other medical problems include the detoxication
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THE INDUSTRIAL SAFETY MOVEMENT
By E. E. CASPELL, M. E.'30

TWO essentials to modern industry are mechanical Because of the importance of good equipment, too
power and man power. For this reason, indus- much stress cannot be put upon it. Many industries

trial leaders are becoming more and more convinced are of such a nature that their workers require some
that any successful campaign designed to reduce the special sort of clothing. Even where a specific type
accident hazard will be founded on two fundamental of safety apparel is not essential, the workmen must
principles, which must make both sources of power not wear loose or ragged clothing. This whole sub-
safe. The logic of this reasoning becomes even more ject of safety apparel has now come to be considered
apparent when one considers the steps which have as an integral part of the safety equipment of modern
already been taken in this direction. industry.

In the early stages in the development of industry,
very little attention was given to the conservation of
human resources. The all-important factor was
production. Noone wanted men to be injured or
killed; it was simply 'that accidents were thought of
as unpreventable evils, or sacrifices on the altar of
production. Production is still the ruling factor; but
it is no longer maintained at the expense of human
lives. New activities, based upon sound and broad
policies, have been established for the protection of
the worker. In the words of the late Judge Gary,
"The safety and welfare of the workman is the great-
est concern."

Mechanical Provision for Safety
This humanitarian outlook is realized, first of all,

because of improvement in mechanical methods.
In other words, mechanical power must be made safe
for the men who work with it. A factory which uses
machines of antiquated design is perhaps the greatest
source of accidents, if we consider the matter from a
purely mechanical standpoint.' Of course, it is quite
conceivable that the possibility of accidents OCCUf-

ring will still exist even with the most modern and
efficient type of equipment. This, however, does not
for a moment excuse an industry for using old ma-
chinery. In fact, the managers of such an industry
should be considered by their competitors and by the
public at large as criminals, if only for the reason
that they are failing to give their employees every
possible chance for safe work. Directly in connec-
tion with the matter of modern machinery is the sub-
ject of machine guarding. Most well-designed ma-
chines and installations of the present-day sort are
well-guarded. 'This is true of practically all the
equipment of modern industry. True, the mere
existence of a guard does not preclude the possibility
of mishap, but it is a well-established fact that
guarded machines are conducive to safety. One
investigation of some 260,000 individual industrial
accidents shows machinery responsible for 40 per
cent, buildings and equipment 3 per cent, and mis-
cellaneous causes 57 per cent. In other words,
nearly half of these accidents were directly attribu-
table to some fault of the machinery or equipment
involved.

A Safety Gauge

Besides good machinery and safety equipment,
there is the matter of the buildings themselves. It
has been only recently that manufacturers have
awakened to the 'fact that good light and good
ventilation are as essential to the safety and welfare
of their employees as well-designed machinery.. A
workman cannot be at his best if he is working in a
dark corner, or if he is forced to inhale an atmosphere
of some sort of dust. These conditions are elimin-
ated by modern plant design. We may go even
farther, and state that the general appearance of the
building and its surroundings has a very definite
effect on the accident record of the factory. Expert
safety men agree that orderliness of surroundings go
far towards making the workmen orderly in t4eir
work, and consequently safe in their work. Many
industrial mills have even gone so far as to plant
shrubs and flowers about their grounds. A typical
example is to be found in many steel mills. One
would not think that much could be done to beautify
the surroundings of an open-hearth furnace, for
example, but this has actually been accomplished!

The Psychological Factor
..This brings us to the second fundamental problem,

that of making the ma~ power itself safe. .The.most
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lem of training the men. The familiar "bull-of-the-
woods" of ancient vintage has no place in modern
industry. The foreman must be a leader of men.
If he is not, he is a failure and must be replaced by
one who can instruct the men, keep them interested,

A Typical Safety Poster

and build a good organization. Industries have
found it helpful to hold foremen's conferences, at
which all the foremen of the factory meet and discuss
their problems under the guidance of a conference
leader, selected from the outside. The foremen are
then better prepared to go back to their men and
help them solve their individual problems. The
new man on the job must be instructed in safe
methods and practices; the old and prejudiced
workman must be made to see the danger of his care-
less habits. The saying, "Familiarity with danger
breeds contempt," is only too true in industry, and
the foreman must shoulder much of the responsibility
of creating in his men the right mental attitude
toward the work.

That is the task. What has been accomplished
has been in the right direction, and the results have
been more than gratifying. On the other hand,
there are manifold possibilities for the future. Safe
machinery, if it is operated by safe men, will open
the door to a new day in industrial development.
The world has challenged industry to make itself safe
for humanity. - Industry has accepted the challenge.

potent argument against mechanical safety devices,
in the past, has been that the men either refused to
make use of them or else became more careless be-
cause of them. Without doubt, there were some
grounds for this argument', but we must admit that
it fails to go far enough. The root of the difficulty
lay in the lack of proper training for the men. "The
best safety device known is a careful person." The
solution, therefore, is not to remove the safety devices
and the safety equipment, but it is rather to train
the workmen and make safe workmen of them.
With safe machinery and safe workmen, every so-
called "accident" will be automatically prevented,
and the real accidents, in the true sense of,the word,
will be reduced to the very minimum. The modern
trend in the industrial safety movement is to realize
this state of affairs as soon as possible.

It is apparent that the training of the men must
be accomplished through a safety organization.
Included in this organization, in every factory, must
be every individual connected with the industry,
from the highest executive down to the most humble
"'co-op." The purpose of this organization is to
give every workman a sense of responsibility. To
do this, many factories organize various committees,
composed of representative men, and these groups
are given certain tasks to perform, such as the
periodical inspection of machinery. These groups
are constantly required to report to the whole organ-
ization, and in this way every man is made to feel
that a part of the responsibility rests on him.
Safety contests are staged between the several de-
partments of the plant, and regular safety meetings
are held in these departments. At these meetings
the men are given opportunity to offer safety sugges-
tions and criticisms to the foreman or superintendent.
Thus, gradually, the men are being made to see the
importance of the safety movement, and their atten-
tion is held by their common interest in a safety
organization.

Carrying Out the Safety Program
Subordinate to this plan of organization, and yet

a part of it, are the other methods of training the men.
The managers secure a weekly poster service, and
thus every week the department bulletin board is
enlivened with a large, vividly colored poster, depict-
ing some important safety lesson for the men. The
foreign laborers are attracted by the picture, and
even if they cannot read the short lesson printed
with it, they can see the lesson in the scene itself.
Often, it is practicable for a factory to publish a
weekly or monthly magazine, and distribute copies
free of charge to the employees. It is obvious that
such a shop publication offers untold possibilities for
reaching the men and bringing home to them the
importance of safety.

The foreman is recognized as the key tothe prob-
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In their efforts to make the worker "Safety-con- 4 -1927 average accident frequency rate equals
scious" the various firms have the benefit of active 25.95. The average for two years previous equals
cooperation by the National Safety Council. With 31.31; a reduction of 17 per cent. .
its forty posters a month, its classification of indus- 5 - 1927 average accident severity rate equals
tries its compilation and analysis of statistics and 1.88. The a~erage for two years preVIOUSequals
. '. .' 2.50· a reduction of 24 per cent.ItS constant perfection of safety methods, this organ- '. .
ization is in a position to give the individual factory ..6 ----:--The ratio of persons employed to lost tIme

. .. injuries IS 16 to 1. Days lost per injury equals 71.
management Invalua~le suPP?rt In carrying out a The ratio for two years previous equals 12 to 1, with
safety program. A slight notion of the range of the 73 days lost per injury.
Council's ~nterests and the eff~ctiv~ness of. its. work 7 - The ratio of non-fatal to fatal injuries equals
may be gained from the following digest of ItS Indus- 155 to 1. Ratio for two years previous equals
trial accident statistics for 1927: 154 to 1.
Eight facts of major importance are revealed by 8 - 133 establishments, or 7 per cent of the total,

the industrial accident statistics tabulated by the completed the year of 1927 without a lost time in-
National Safety Council for 1927. jury. Represented in this group are:
1- 2,089 establishments reported for 1927; 1,725

in 192'6; an increase of 21 per cent. 8 Automotive 8 Power Press
2 - In 1927, 1,565,747 persons worked 3,742,- 12 Chemical 15 Public Utilities

404,981 hours, while in 1926, 1,221,094 persons 29 Food 2 Quarry
worked 3,033,416,031 hours. 13 Metals 4 Textile
3 - A gradual decrease in the hours of exposure 3 Packers and Tanners 10 Woodworking and

per man has occurred in the past three years. In 14 Paper and Pulp Lumber Mfg.
1927, 2,3~0; 1926, 2,480 and in 1925, 2,930. 15 Miscellaneous

THE EVOLUTION OF THE PULLMAN CAR
By CARL HEYEL, E. E.'31

Illustrations courtesy the Illinois Central Magazine

IF, DURING the fifties, you were so unfortunate "Brass trimmings to the seats - fashioned like
as to have to travel over night on a railroad train, claws to hold down the bases; thick carpets of florid

you entered what was - ironically, no doubt - rose patterns into which your feet sank richly; seats
called a "sleeping car," a car for gentlemen only, for upholstered in the most unbelievably hectic plush
under the prevailing conditions no lady would ever designs; woodwork carvings that taxed the ingenuity
have dreamed of spending a night on a train. The of the workmen! Acanthus leaves sprouted at the
car which rocked you, but not in the arms of Mor- corners of the cars. Oak leaves and flutings and
pheus, was simply a box car with bunks on one side,
one above the other. You removed your shoes,
loosened your galluses, selected a blanket, a blanket
in a doubtful state of cleanliness, from a pile of
bedding in one end of the car, and stretched yourself
out upon your hard bunk, with your overcoat folded
under your head to serve as a pillow. An overnight
trip was an adventure to be dreaded!
Thousands of men swore at the inconveniences

they suffered as their car jerked its way on squared
wheels through the weary night; but it remained for
a practical philosopher like George Mortimer Pull-
man to bring about a change. And what a change

. he wrought! It was a far cry indeed from the box car
of the fifties to the "lurid luxury" and hectic rococo
ornamentation of the Pullman cars of the gayseven-
ties. We read of such a car in The Illinois Central
Magazine: "The earliest Pullmans were designed
mainly to give rest to weary backs - comfort was the
keynote, although beauty was there in a certain
degree. But with the later seventies came such sleep-
ing cars as a waiting world had never dreamed of!

S The Tranemoqrified Box Car

0''''1''
spiral volutes and all the other hallmarks of classic
architecture; queer little curlique adornments in
wood and metal of all kinds: plate glass mirrors



everywhere; thick curtains draped gracefully at was in somewhat of a hurry and could not afford to
either end of the car!" take the trip by easy daytime laps. Maybe his

Halcyon days! We are told that Edward Bok, vision of luxurious Pullman coaches came all at once,
the then editor of The Ladies' Home Journal, blamed as visions often do, between say the five hundred and
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The Rolling Palace of the Seventies
0" I ,

the bad taste in home architecture which the late thirty-sixth and five hundred and thirty-seventh
Victorian age g~ve America to the atrocious example violent jerk of his crude sleeping car; or maybe it
set by the P-ullmans. And why not? Americans evolved itself in his mind gradually, jerk by jerk.
took to the Pullmans. "Travel by Pullman" became Be that as it may, that ride was an epoch-making one
a fashionable term, and what people found to admire for America, and can justly be said to rank side by
in them they strove to reproduce at home. side with that of Paul Revere.

But the Pullman car, like any other creature, ad- The idea, of course, could not be translated into
vanced from its crudest beginnings to the rococo wood and steel immediately. There followed several
stage and back to the happy medium of today years 'during' which Pullman perfected his plans and
through distinct stages of evolution. We trace it accumulated capital. He went to Chicago and en-
from the embryo - the first conception of it by the gaged in raising "city streets, moving buildings, and
versatile mind of that genius, George M. Pullman. in any sort of engineering work that came to his hand.
This "practical engineer," born in Brockton, New His reputation grew steadily, and money began: to
York, in 1831, had no formal education beyond what pour in. But in all of his activity he never lost sight
he obtained at the little red schoolhouse on the hill. for a moment of his plan to provide better traveling
But he had something just as good - a keen, inven- facilities for America.
tive, inquisitive mind. The pattern of his career is In -1858 the Chicago & Alton gave him his first
like that of most American captains of industry. opportunity. He was given two old passenger
His first job was in a general store, at a salary of $40 coaches and a contract for remodelling them into
- a year! But later, his brother offered him a job cars which could be" converted 'into sleepers at night,
in a furniture shop in the little town of Albion, which embodying the idea which he had been perfecting for
George immediately accepted. There followed sev- several months. The plan was roughly that of the
eral years in which the brothers were engaged in Pullman of today. A lower bunk was made by
making cabinets and bookcases and repairing furni- bridging the distance between the two facing seats,
ture. But on the side George Pullman began to and an upper berth was provided that could be
engage in little jobs of practical engineering, and soon drawn up against the ceiling. The public welcomed.
his principal activities were with such jobs as moving these cars with such enthusiasm that Pullman was
houses and razing buildings. emboldened to attempt a new car all his own, the

And then" one day, George Pullman found it neces- title to which he would retain. The result was that
sary to travel to New York City. -- Fortunately for in 1865 the public was introduced to the first Pullman
succeeding generations of travelers, Mr. Pullman coach, owned by its builder, who had sunk his entire



WIND TUNNNELS
By SELMA HERMANN, en, E.'30

THE wind tunnel of itself presents a most inter- . diameter throat, and one or the other may be used,
esting problem. It sounds simple enough, but according to the test which is to be made.

in reality one could go a long way to find another In general, the shape of a wind tunnel is more or
part of aircraft machinery which is more compli- less like a cone, but it is quite easy to see that in
cated and more detailed in construction than is the working out the shape the pioneer makers of wind
wind tunnel. tunnels fell into great difficulties. They were indeed

A wind tunnel may be built with varying materials, venturing upon unknown grounds, for this is what
and in several ways, according to the local conditions their main problem was: We are going to construct
under which it is built, and depending on the use to a so-called "tunnel," of a minimum diameter of, say,
which it will be put. However, these differences are five feet at the throat. We are going to pass a stream
for the most part slight, and the usual way of putting of air through this tunnel at a velocity which may
a wind tunnel together is fairly well established. rise to five hundred miles per hour. What sort of

In the first place, the wind tunnel is made of a air currents will be set up in this tunnel? If the tun-
well-seasoned, high quality wood, preferably cedar. nel is to be a cone, will a fifteen degree slant be. the
There are two distinct operations in the wood-work- most efficient, or will there possibly be found a better'
ing: First, the shaping and fitting together of the angle? How much of a decelerating- cone will there
longitudinal boards of wood which form the main be formed in the tunnel, and where and how large will
body of the tunnel, and second, the turning of the it be? And, above all, what will the introduction of
large rings which engird the structure. a model airplane into the throat of this tunnel mean,

The wind tunnel is sometimes, for convenience, in terms of air deflection, air currents, vacuums, and
made into several detachable parts, which may be change in velocity? And these problem's, it must
used in whole or in part, Thus, the same system be remembered, are merely the ABC's of the busi-
may have a five-foot diameter and an eight-foot ness; they do not include such refinements as the
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and permitted passengers to walk from one car into
another without danger,

Pullman wanted to get his cars talked about as the
epitome of-luxury and ease, and his success along this
line, as was stated before, caused Mr. Bok many
sleepless nights,

Mr. Pullman died in 1897. He did not live to see
the coming of-steel cars in 1908, which were to bring
about such startling changes in his gaudy children
as would probably have been too heart-rending for
him -to bear. The chaste steel did away with the
elaborate wood carving, the rich inlay and scroll
work, the brass trimmings, and dust-collecting cur-
tains. The pendulum swung to the opposite side,
and Pullmans took on an almost forbidding austerity.
Candles had given way to oil lamps; these to acety-
lene- lighting, and these in turn to incandescent
electric lights, whose current was obtained from a
dynamo swung beneath the car, and operated by a
belt from a car axle.

The Pullman car in the fourth stage of its develop-
ment is now inour midst. It aims at the ideal of the
philosophers, the happy medium. Again quoting
our authority, "The colors, instead of hectic pri-
maries -ormonotonous reds and greens, are now most-
ly delicate shade;,.-of grays and slate blues. There
is sufficient decoration to rest the eye and delight the
artistic souls of the discerning, while at the same time
there is no overdressing."

Sic transit gloria mundi.

capital of $20,000 in its construction, and placed in
servi-ce on the Chicago and Alton line,

This first car was christened "Pioneer," and Pull-
man called it a "palace sleeping car." The magazine
referred to above comments upon it thus: "It was
a palace in very truth! This new car was a thing
of beauty and a joy forever. Never had the wildest
flight of fancy imagined such magnificence. It was
longer than any other railway car; it was two and a
half feet higher; it was a footwider.

"On entering it }TOU found yourself in a comfortable
apartment with neat rows of seats, eight on either
side, placed back to back. The ceiling was delicately
tinted blue, There were candles set in fancy brass
sockets hung from above. The wood work was
polished and the seats ~ wonder or wonders! - were
upholstered in rich colored plush. There was a car-
pet on the floor, and the windows were larger than the
ordinary car windows that people were familiar
with."

The Pioneer was the forerunner of the Atlantic, the
Pacific, and the City of Chicago. -What Pullman
wanted was to see his ci~s in through service on every
line in the' country. This was made possible by the
adoption, in 1867, of standard track .gauges by all
American r~ads. In that-year he incorporated under
the n-ame of Pullman Palace Car Co., of Chicago,
He introduced the "hotel car," an elaborate sleeper
WIth a kitchen at one end. Later, the dining car
was developed, after the perfection of the vestibule
idea which linked long trains of cars closely together
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able hub diameter must be blanked ott. Thus, in a
fan having a diameter of twelve feet, the hub dia-
meter should be about eight feet and nine inches.
Extending into the tunnel from the hub is a core, and
this is tapered off upstream in order to facilitate the
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study of the effect of temperatures and pressures,
and the change in humidity and density of the air
itself.

So we find that in order to put wind tunnel con-
struction on a scientific basis, experimenters did the

Outline diagram of a five-foot wind tunnel

same stunt that is being done with airplanes them-
selves today. They made models of wind tunnels,
and so were able to study the reactions within it
more quickly, more cheaply, and more efficiently than
ever before.

In making a wind tunnel test, the factors which
are actually measured are "velocity-pressure," and
"balance." They are measured and recorded by a
special balance of the Wright type (as shown). This
balance is fastened to the tunnel itself, directly above
the location of the test area. At this point the tunnel
is made of cast iron. Both above and below this
plate is a linkage mechanism, which is so constructed
than when a horizontally placed model is put into the
tunnel, it is supported in separate linkages, which
move in unison. This balance, of course, eliminates
velocity fluctuations in the model; and since velocity
fluctuation is by far the worst factor met in wind tun-
nel operation, the great advantage of this type of
balance, which has been in use for considerably less
then ten years, can readily be understood. Also, it
enables the operator to read directly the ratio lift
over drag, in the form of the inverse tangent of DfL.
In this type of balance, it is an easy matter to reverse
the model for a check testing.

The air stream is generally supplied to the tunnel
by a system of propellers at the larger end. Natur-
ally, much of the smoothness and uniformity of the
current depend upon the type and efficiency of the
propeller, which is really more properly termed a fan.
It is essential that a wind-tunnel fan have a unit
thrust which is as nearly as possible identical at all
portions of the propeller disk. For these reasons,
the early experimenters found that the linear velocity
of the elements of the fan blades must not vary
greatly from part to part, and, therefore, a consider-

formation of a smooth and homogenous air current.
An eight-blade propeller is usually employed, and its
construction follows the marine type more or less
rigidly. Honey-combs, or air-straighteners, are
placed inside the tunnel; two or even three of these
are to be found, situated in the lower third of the
tunnel.

Diagram showing principle of operation of the Wright type of
Ventor balance.

A wind speed of three hundred miles per hour is
by no means extraordinary in a tunnel. In fact,
some of them are capable of producing a far greater
speed than this.

(Concluded on page 31)
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THE CINCINNATI UNION PASSENGER TERMINAL
By TED NIERMANN, C. E.'15

IT WOULD require 40 C. E. Co-ops, working eight $870,000 for Power House and Water Supply.
hours per day, one year, four months and some 382,000 for Locomotives, Trucks and Tractors.

days, using two-yard mixers, to place the concrete ..
for the footings and piers for the elevated portions HIstory of Project
of the terminal. It would require many more Co-ops It has been said that at intervals for the past
to mix it in the good old way, by hand; the way the thirty-five years in Cincinnati there have been
writer used to spend his off weeks while he should sporadic outbursts and assiduous agitations for new
have been studying calculus, when "Banty" Lange terminal facilities, some logical and some written
and he were making battery wells on the Big Four at up in the daily newspapers as April Fool jokes.
Lockland at $2.00 per day. It was deemed inad- Usually these criticisms coincided with unusual
visable to wait that long for the terminal, so it was flood periods; for truly an Ohio River flood plays
decided to use two-yard mixers. havoc with the railroads. One hundred and thirty-

If the concrete piles necessary for the project were eight trains per day pass over two tracks to get in and
laid end to end in a straight line along the Dixie out of the Union Central Station- at Third and
Highway. (who wants to QO that anyway?), they Central Avenue. They come in through a "ditch"
would reach from Fountain Square to Troy, Ohio. which was formerly the old Whitewater Canal bed,
If -the steel rivets used in the undertaking to make and it is a marvel throughout the railroad world the
the field connections were all quenched in water, they way they are handled. When "Old Man River"
would make 214,000 pails of nice wash-up water in gets to a flood stage of 55 feet, or about Elev. 485
the dead of winter, to use before going home to above sea-level, it shuts out all traffic from the
wrestle with the corned beef and cabbage, or "what "Grand Central." Passenger, mail and express
have you." The Western Hills Viaduct, extending handling is then de-centralized and picks its way to
from the Central Parkway to Harrison and Beekman higher ground west of Mill Creek.
Street, will save enough time for all student co-ops The C. H. & D. Depot at Fifth and Baymiller was
living in Westwood and points north, south and the most imposing in the city in 1875, and it is still in
west to enable them to do all their "home work" at use. "Noah's Ark," at Fourth and John, is another
home, instead of on the street cars - and with the depot. Mr. Grayson, of the Times-Star, claims that
added safety, if they live on Queen City Avenue, of they back the 'trains into this one because they are
running no danger of getting "bumped off" by a ashamed to show the depot to the big engines that
"hot" Big Four flyer. pull them. The Pennsylvania Depot, at Pearl and

Those doubting. the foregoing statements can Butler Streets, was built in 1881. This depot,
figure it out for themselves. There will be required though also menaced by high water at slightly higher
the following flood stages than the Grand Central, which was built

6,655,000 cu. yds. of earth embankment in 1880, is still an imposing structure and fairly well
94,000 cu. yds, of excavation preserved. Like the Grand Central, it was heralded
180,000 cu. yds. of concrete masonry as a masterpiece, and visitors from all over the world
836,000 lin. ft. of concrete piles were shown over it by proud Cincinnatians. This
3,500,000 lbs. of reinforcing steel depot and the trackage of the Pennsylvania as far
21,000 tons of structural steel east as Red Bank, will be abandoned by passenger
372,787 lin. ft. of track traffic, and the Pennsy and Norfolk & Western flyers
558 switches, crossovers and turnouts. will proceed over the Pennsy's Chicago Division a

There, are many items needed to make up the short way and then enter the B. & O. Right of-Way,
$39,600,000 which this immense project will cost. and thus to the new terminal by a five-mile longer

Some of these [tems are as follows: route than they use at present to get to Pearl and
$5,500,000 for the Passenger Station. Butler Streets.
3,300,000 for the Station Yard. To Mr. C. A. Wilson, Consulting Engineer of Cin-
9,000,000 for the Real Estate. cinnati, is due the credit for the vision of a great
1,700,000 for the Viaducts. Mill Creek Valley Terminal. He has seen the new
2,100,000 for Locomotive Terminal, Round House, depot idea go through the various stages, first of

etc, enlargement of the present Union Station at 'Third
2,200,000 for Equipment Terminal. and Central Avenue; of building at the site of Fourth
1,400,000 for Interlocking Signals. and John Streets; and, of utilizing the site of the
1,430,000 for Mail and Express Facilities (does not present G. H. & D. Depot. Altogether, Mr. Wilson

include U. S. Building). made fifteen layouts.



A Model of the Western Hills Viaduct
( ~ ~I

The following railroad systems and partsof sys- seemed to be no choice in the location of all this
terns are to be served by the new Terminal: trackage west of Mill Creek. The clearance under
1. The Baltimore &, Ohio Railroad. the Harrison Avenue Viaduct was not sufficient, and"
2. The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad. the location of its supporting bents cut Gut many
3. 'I'he Cincinnati" New Orleans & Texas Pacific lines of track that could otherwise have been run

Railway (Cincinnati Southern). straight through. It was thought undesirable to
4. The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis abandon the Harrison Avenue crossings and to pay

Railway (Big Four). damages on other property in this vicinity.
5. The Louisville & Nashville Railway. Study "A," the first estimate made, was primarily
6. The Norfolk & Western Railway. concerned with leaving the main body of the present
7. The Pennsylvania Railroad. Southern freight yards intact and in placing theentire

The working forces shaping this vast undertaking station trackage on some thirty feet of fill. The only
into actuality are headed by a great engineer well disturbance of the above mentioned freight yard con-
known throughout the United States and also "over templatedthe addition of some special features near
there." He is' Colonel Henry M. Waite, at one time GestStreet, such as automobile unloading facilities
City Engineer of the City of Cincinnati, and later the and a new freight house. The Harrison Avenue
first city manager of any large city of note, namely, viaduct was altered and raised in this estimate and
Dayton, Ohio. Colonel Waite has gathered under new approaches were made, but the viaduct was still
him over one hundred engineers and assistants, and very unhandy of approach. The cost of Study "A"
let it be said that a better friend the Co-ops of U. C. was considered- enormously too much, a fact which
never had. There are a dozen or more of them in became recognized as such by later developments in
the employ of the Terminal Company. He has estimating. It gave, 'however, something to "shoot
known the worth of the Co-op since City Hall days at," and later estimates revised the cost downward
when, as Chief Engineer in 1912-13, he laid the from nearly 56 million dollars to 44 million. These
foundation for the present adequate system of sewers later estimates concerned themselves with various
in Cincinnati, and built many of the well-laid high- locations of the station tracks, and left the west
ways. bank of the Mill Creek pretty much the same

Development of Location throughout. The height offill was lowered to
. twenty feet at the station, and the Southern freight

The final estimate of Mr. Wilson's, known as yard was considered as moved over to the east bank
"8A3," was the basis of the general scheme of of the Mill Creek.
studies "A" to "F" inclusive. The four-part picture Finakahandonment of the loop scheme was de-
on page 22 depicts this investigation graphically. cidedly furthered by the conception of the Western

APR I L, 1 9 2 9 21
------------

In 1923, seven railroads formed what was called It can be seen that the same fundamental' idea of
the Passenger Terminal Committee and the present locating the equipment yards west of Mill Creek was
Union Terminal Company was then organized. In used. It was necessary to figure on straightening
1927, iuJuly, all agreement between the seven rail- out the bend in Mill Creek. The advantages of train
roads was signed to build, with Lincoln Park as an operation in oneGontinuous procession from both
approach.' This document may well mark a mile- north and south fitted in with everybody's conception
stone in Cincinnati's progress. of what the terminal operations should be. There
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Hills Viaduct, and the expansion facilities offered towers, which are elevated structures," about 3,100
for future trackage. The cutting out of the estimates feet apart, housing a multiplicity of electric operating
of about seven Mill Creek crossings sliced off many devices' and levers, controlling all switches and
thousands of dollars. The cost of real estate was turnouts. At the southern throat the elevation of
dropped from somewhere near 16 million dollars to the tracks will be about' 33 feet above the present
about 9 million. level, receding to a height of 18 feet at the station

Study "H" is the answer to nearly a year's investi- and tapering out to six feet above the general level
gation as described in the foregoing. On September of the existing grade at the north throat. This
11, 1928, Mr. Waite delivered an address at a public elevation will be obtained by new filling material.
hearing in Cincinnati Council, which had for its South of the southern .throat of the passenger yard
subject a solution of the troublesome question ofcost the fill will terminate in abutments and retaining
for the railroads and also a solution for the people of walls, and the approaching gradient will be made
Cincinnati of its traffic tro~bles to and from the for-the various roads entering the station by elevated
Western Hills. It proposed a new viaduct to span structures of various types. The C. N. O. & T. P.
the valley stretching from the 'new Central Parkway will be connected to the Southern Bridge by a double
to the vicinity of Beekman Street on Harrison track plate girder structure. The B. & O. and Big
Avenue. It proposed the scrapping of'Lhe present Four roads will share a double track approach of like
Harrison Avenue Viaduct and the abandonment of construction on piers, and the C. & O. and L. & N.
the grade crossings on both Queen City Avenue and will likewise branch off to the east. These two latter
on Harrison Avenue, by the closing of these streets lines will connect to the C. & O.Bridge. The
as thoroughfares. It was shown that the cost of the C. & O. Railroad is now building' independently of
new bridge, $3,500,000 could be divided between the Terminal a $12,000,000 bridge. It is' a double
the Terminal Company, the city and the railroads, track structure across the Ohio River, with a con-
so that the city's part of the project would amount tinuous span that ranks with the record breakers of
to only $1,000,000. On the other hand, with the the country as to span length. This new bridge has

.retaining of the Harrison Avenue Viaduct, the been designed to carry heavy loading and to. permit
elimination of Queen City Avenue grade crossing the mountain type of locomotives employed by this
(the greater part of which would have to be born by road to enter Ohio, instead of being, as now, obliged to
the city) and the partial rebuilding of the Liberty remain in Kentucky.vowing to the frailty of the old
Viaduct (an old decrepit structure), the city would be bridge, which was built in 1888. Connecting the
obligated to the extent of more than $2,000;000. new B. & O. Storrs yard with other tracks of this
It was shown that the new viaduct would adequately road east of Mill Creek, and also to provide a Wye to
take care of traffic for some time to come, of all three reverse equipment in direction, there will be built
'viaducts. Moreover, it allowed room for the rail- the South WyeConnection on steel viaduct construe-
ways to expand, which was to the city's advantage. tion. This line will be a single track structure.
Values of realty would boom, and tax values would The C. N. 0.& T. P. or Southern Hl-Line, which
increase. The advantage of building the Western is a feeder for the southern freight yards, will be
Hills Viaduct, therefore, was so self-evident that the lowered. to. allow sufficient clearance overhead for
bond issue was passed at the popular election by an these various approaches. The equipment loop
overwhelming majority. allows a by-pass for engines pulling in from the north

Immediately, therefore, a new study was made by to proceed to the northern part of the yard, where are
the Terminal Company. The circuitous loops were located the facilities for "grooming" the engines and
eliminated. All construction was brought to the east vice versa; it allows a new engine to hook up for
side of Mill Creek, and the old stream was left to further travel south of through Pullman trains.
flow on its way undisturbed. The project was Owing to the fact that the Ohio River Bridge isa
stretched out in a north and south direction, and the much-traveled lane, considerable inconvenience will
line method of production was adopted, to borrow be encountered in maintaining traffic, and performing
a phrase so well used in the automotive industry. the construction operations necessary to hook up

The arrangement of the city's traffic across the all these approaches. However, this presents no
valley will now therefore consist of four adequate insurmountable difficulties to experienced construct-
routes, namely, .the new Eighth Street Viaduct now ors. ~
under construction, the Sixth Street Viaduct (re- As above stated, the Southern yards are to be
modeled), the new' Gest Street underpass, and the moved. A glance at the air map shows the new
Western Hills Viaduct. station, tracks taking up most of this space. The

The passenger tracks of Study "H,'" as can be seen method pursued to move this enormous yard and to
by referring to the _pictures, approximate in shape a place a fill over it varying from 33 feet at the south
bottle with two necks. These necks or throats are to six feet at the north, and at the same time main-
controlled at the north and south ends by interlocking tain switching traffic and the making up of freight
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trains, presents a problem in the handling of earth. new tracks of the coach yards, until the grade gradu-
Some of the .best excavating and earth handling ally is merged with that of the out-bound' tracks of
brains in the country will no doubt be called upon to four of the other roads entering from the north, at
answer the questions arising. One method proposed the interlocking tower.
is that of a hydraulic fill presumably from the Ohio Study "H" at the present writing is still a "study,"
River. When it is stated that some six and a half and not to be considered a finished plan. It is still
million cubic yards comprise the amount required "on wheels"and many items are subject to modifica-
some conception of the magnitude of the task can tion before adoption.
be gained. Another method is one of a system of .
belt conveyors. The Terminal Company has pur- The Statton
chased a young mountain known locally as Bald The elevation of the fill above sea level varies from
Knob, the material of which is available for the pur- 527 at the south throat to 500 at the north. Extreme
pose. The material in the hill, however, contains high water of the 1913 flood was up to Elev. 502.
about eighteen per cent of ledge rock, and .the balance The general elevation of the bottoms is Elev. 493 to
is a stiff clay. The rock varies in thickness, some of 494. The elevation of Lincoln Park Lake is 485,
it being quite thin and some running up to fifteen while the approaching streets to the station flanking
inches in thickness. None of it, however, is tough the park .are at Elev. 493 to ,495. The elevation of
enough to make a good building stone, so that the the plaza at the new station is 522. It is believed
salvage would be negligible. This hill would mean, that the 1913 flood broke all records with a single
if used, an 'average haul of perhaps 3,500 feet. The exception, so it can' be said that in general the new
problem would seem to be, how to induce the mOUI1- elevations are high enough to keep all the territory
tain to come to "Mahomet," or Mill Creek Valley. ' in the dry. There will probably be a ramp down

-The answer will probably be left to the bidders. from both the viaducts to allow access to the station.
In most work of this kind the final position of most There is no conceivable way of placing all approaches

of the tracks is permanently established' before a above the extreme high water level unless the city in
yard of earth is, placed. By means of temporary the immediate vicinity should be entirely rebuilt.
trestles made of unhewn tree trunks and the like, The stationapproach is in plan similar to a stage.
sufficiently strong to hold work trains, the material The plaza, some 360 by 200 feet in area, might be
is dumped until itc.reaches the required height. called the stage proper, and the bus and auto drive-
Although not exact as to line and grade, the trestle ways and the street car- approaches correspond to
forms a more resistant foundation than the fill, which aisles and seats, the incline, however, being reversed
is compacted either by hydraulic methods or by to that.in a theater, and sloping up instead of down.
rolling. Continual jacking up of the track and re- The arch of the entrance thus formed, or proscenium
alignment at length accomplishes a semblance of arch cof the theater, presents a facade which is re-
yard, until ballast is placed and final finishing touches markably impressive and beautiful. "Back stage,"
are put to the trackage. In the case of this particu- to keep up the simile, is the waiting room, some 450
lar fill, vertical retainment will be necessary at many by 200 feet in area, broken up, of course, by minor
places. Temporary retaining walls of cribbing and subdivisions. It is capable of seating 1,000 people,
the like will beresorted to and left in place and for- and the concourse, or stage entrance, is really
gotten finally. Gradually, as the work progresses, another waiting room and capable of seating 700
the Southern freightyard will find itself 800 feet more. This concourse, elevated over the tracks, is
from where it started. It is certain that no ordinary flanked by ramps and perhaps escalators on each side,
method can be .pursued in moving this material. leading down to twenty or more passenger tracks.
Six and one-half million cubic yards of compacted The train platforms are combined passenger, mail,
fill mean nearly eight million yards of loose material baggageand express platforms. They are covered
requiring, let us say, 270,000 full railroad dump cars by umbrella type sheds, The "bags and baggage"
of 30 yards capacity. all go below, i. e., they will be dropped by means

The C. & O. of Indiana is the high trestle appearing of elevators into tunnels running beneath (he tracks
in the right of the picture of the air map and running and then be transported by electric trucks to the mail
off in a northwesterly direction to where it crosses the and express buildings and the trunks and baggage to
Mill Creek and skirts "Bald Knob." This railroad the lower reaches of the station, where will be located
will divide immediatel y upon crossing the creek into the baggage rooms ..
the bottoms, and one trail will run parallel to its Street car access is gained by a tunnel containing
present location" but about 300 feet further west. two tracks and running parallel to the front of the
For most of this distance it will be laid on new fill station below the plaza. The tracks form two loops;
adjoining 'the present B. & O. tracks. The other one loop proceeding. from the north into the north
branch will carry the passenger trains into the new wing below the bus drive, or "theater boxes," and
terminal on new steel trestle and trusses across the discharging its passengers in the waiting room or
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rather in the main body of the station contiguous to Parkway at McMillan Street. The intersection 01
the waiting room; and the other loop doing likewise the Parkway by the Viaduct opposite the McMillan
from the south. At still a lower level than that of Street- ramp is essential in that any other location
the street cars, is a driveway through for the express would have brought the considerable cross-town
and mail trucks, which have an uninterruted traffic traffic to a point where, in proceeding west it would
route through from Dalton Street in a north and have to weave in and out of the Boulevard, causing
south direction. congestion. Pedestrians are accommodated by two

The station overlooks Lincoln Park. Many people six-foot walkways flanking the top deck auto lanes.
overlook Lincoln Park at the present time, but when At the western end these sidewalks lead down to
the station is finished as now planned, a person stand- the deck below, to -enable passengers to board the
ing in the Plaza or on the "Stage" will look directly street cars and to eliminate the inevitable danger of
over the park, which, in effect, is planned as a sunken crossing the m~n_ylines of machines.
garden. Lincoln Park with itslake and small island The type of construction of this viaduct will be all
will probably mirror the new edifice much in the reinforced concrete with the exception of a few long
manner of some of ,our most noted national memor- spans across the main north-bound railway tracks,
ials, It is said that Lincoln Park lake back in the which will be structural steel encased in concrete.
by-gone days was dug out by convicts and that the The economical span in reinforced concrete was found
whole territory was formerly a "dump." Up to to be forty feet for both single and double deck struc-
about ten years ago it was really a beauty spot of ture, this single deck structure being, of course, the
the city. In spite of its present-unpromising outlook portion of the viaduct east of Spring Grove Avenue.
and its brick-bat paved walkways, it may yet come A 120-foot concrete arch will span the whole of Spring
into its own. It has a topographical setting which Grove Avenue and another similar one at MillCreek.
may well fit in with the vast improvements con- Certain of the columns will be nearly 100 feet high
templated in its vicinity. or about 70 feet of unsupported length. Carefully

The type of station is called the pull-through, as worked-out calculations were made as to bending
distinguished from the head-house type. The latter and temperature s~resses.
type is the only kind heretofore built in this city.
The pull-through is the more efficient as is almost Power
obvious, but restrictions' as to location make the The engines take on steam from mains in the
head-house type by far the more common. Modern Round House. The steam will be generated by a
examples of pull-through terminals are the new typical modern power plant, which will also supply
Cleveland Terminal, which is located on a long the Terminal with electricity. Hot water will be
curve, and the Kansas City Terminal. In many taken by the engines in the same manner. Instead
respects the Cincinnati Terminal will resemble the of requiring fires built in the old way, smoking up
latter. the neighborhood and generally creating a nuisance,

The Western Hills Viaduct the engine 'is stocked with power and runs out of the
Street cars are to enter the Western Hills Viaduct Round House with a cold bed of coals spread neatly

on the lower deck at Spring Grove Avenue, cross the on its grate. It proceeds to the "fire house" where
valley, and there under the surface will transfer their a spray of oil under pressure saturates the coal and
passengers north, south and west. The four car is ignited; then it proceeds further along the line to
lines will there divide and proceed- on their various the coal hoppers and then to the water tank, where
routes, reaching the- surface at points sufficiently water, pumped from the Ohio and stored and treated
removed from their confluence so as not to interfere for its scale-forming properties, is served to the ten-
with automobile traffic. This automobile traffic will der. In as short a time as fifteen minutes a cold
cross the viaduct on both decks, but the top deck, engine is said to be made ready for the road. These
with a forty-foot roadway, will accommodate the engine facilities are as shown near the Round House
fast-moving boulevard traffic with four traffic lanes, on the map. Other facilities for the removal of ashes
two in each direction. The lower deck, in addition and inspection pits for general overhauling will be
to the.street cars, has one lane of traffic in each direc- available for engines just taken off from a "run."
tion for trucks which enter the viaduct the same way There will also be adequate machine shops for repairs.
as the street cars. At the western end, however, I h. h f b . . Visua izing t e Projectthey are diverted to t e sur ace y ramps to JOInthe
top deck traffic. This top deck stretches unbroken The air map in itself is an interesting and striking
from Harrison and Beekman Streets to the Central example of what is being accomplished in this line.
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A plane, flying from the Embry-Riddle field, pro- with the city's approval as to width of roadway and
ceeded up the valley at 80 miles per hour, and an clearances. Heights and' clearances are' such as· to
automatic camera took aphoto~raph every twenty require minimum conditions. Otherwise, enormous
seconds. An interesting fact of this map is that the quantities of fill and other materials, modified and
pictures were .taken on several days in June, 1928, affected by slight percentages, would run costs into
and the quilt work pieced together from the best many thousands of dollars more, due to raise of grade" ,
exhibits. In connection witli this map many inter- Street crossings are, in general; solid' concrete' slabs
esting features may be pointed out. The training poured over steel plates covered with an asphaltum
school for baseball players is in evidence throughout preparation for waterproofing. The plates are laid
the bottomsynamely, the. small diamonds scattered across the top flanges of I-bea,m~, built as Joist con-
around and the '''daddy of them all,'" Redland Field, struction, coped out and fastened just below the top
Also' the clear-cut shadows of the Southern Bridge of plate girders-> which are through spans, but are
and of the C. & O. trestle may be seen. not sufficiently above top of rail to cause encroach-

A model made to a scale of fifty feet to the inch,ment on the limits set by the A. R. E.A. clearance
both vertically and horizontally, is being prepared in. diagram,
the Terminal's offices. The story of the model could Stiff frame calculations made by .the ,slope-deflec-
well deserve an article. of this size by itself. All Lion method and checked by Professor Luther, of the
tracks willbe painted on the fill, which is made in University, by the-Method of Least Work, intro-
exact detail as to alignment and contour. The truss duced considerable economy in design of the-under-
spans have been sawed out from sheets of copper, pass crossing of Gest Street. This crossing in the
and viaduct bents have" been made from radio bus nature of things, is of a uniform section of concrete,
wire, and the like, and painted' to"resemble structural many tracks being laid overhead. One row of
steel. All piers are of wood, painted to represent columns, in the center of the traveled roadway below,
concrete. Existing structures in the vicinity have divides traffic into two eighteen-foot streets or four
been' accurately copied.' A model of the station traffic lanes, two .in each direction, with 'a sidewalk
itself has been prepared by the Architects, Feld- on one side only. The railroad load above is carried
heimer ~nd Wagner, of New York, made to the same on solid concrete slab construc.tion and th~ walls,
scale and will be set in its plot 'of ground on the site retaining the earth fill, are designed as. solid s~ab~

d 1 Th d I . ti t he 1 t ·11 supported at top and bottom, and of uniform thick-mo e. e rna e In en Ire y, w en comp e e, WI
h 18 f t b 5 f ' t i .nt' f I ness. The structural features are nowhere unusuale ee y ee In sIh·e-0 pan. . , ".. AlII· duct r .In their requirements, stee VIa uct construction -

S 1 F where used is of 30-30 spans, unless special conditions"tructura eatures . " .Interfere. Deck and through girders, except at
It is not considered within the scope of an article street~r6ssings,haveopendecktimberfloors. Copper-

of this nature to accurately detail the specifications' bearing steel is considered decidedly advantageous,
to be used. However, it is well for the reader to and data is being secured as to behavior of existing
understand that the most modern knowledge as to structures of this material, in regard to its non-
methods of placing concrete, its workability, control corrosive properties.
?f ~ix, etc., is available and ~hat a sta~ of engineers' Test piles driven in the early stages of the investi-
IS m charge who ~ave .had wI~e exp~rIence on some gation showed the probabilities of the bearing capa-
of the la~est engIneerI~g projects In the co~ntry. city of the soil to be su'ch that spread footings for any
The architectural details of the structures wIl~ be structures except a few would be precarious. These
moder.nclean-~ut .exa~ples of the art and .a credit [to few may be in the vicinity of the C. & O. crossing
the CIty of Cincinnati, Structural details of con- of Mill Creek where the solid rock level comes within
crete and steel are worked out to simple and efficient a few feet of' the' surface. The driving of the test
standards. All spans for railroad structures are piles indicated that an average length of 25 feet was
designed for Cooper's E65 loading with the usual needed, and that at this depth a concrete pile would
impact~coefficients. A. R. E. A. specifications are safely stand a load of 35 tons. All estimates of sub-
adhered to in the main, although the Terminal Com- structures were, therefore, made on this basis, which
pany has its own specifications embodying desirable fact i~ responsible for the enormous amount of these
features. The Ohio State Highway Code has 'been piles mentioned in the foregoing, or about 77 miles
followed on the viaducts and overhead crossings, if laid end to end.
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The Canyon of Acahuizotla

THE NEW HIGHWAYS OF MEXICO
Abetrec ted from Lrigeriier ia by PROFESSOR E. A. EBERHARDT and OSCAR S. BRAY

Illustration Courtesy I ngenieria

UNTIL comparatively recent times, Mexico's Mexico City to Puebla, 84 miles.
road system has received but little attention. Mexico City to Laudo, 150 miles.

Prior to 1900, the principal roads were those left by Mexico City to Acapulco, 285 miles.
the Aztecs and the Spanish Conquistadores. In Arriaga to Comitan, 198 miles.
many sections the highways were mere trails or cattle Shortly afterward, the construction of 60 miles of
paths, suitable only for horse or cart traffic. They branch roads was started. These branch roads are
were poorly maintained, badly graded, and poorly designed to act as feeders, and as connecting links
drained. There is no doubt that the lack o! g~od between the main highways.
highways, and ~onseq~:~tly of g~od communication Machinery of the most modern type was u.sed
and tra~sportatlOn facilities, was l.n.nosmall measure extensively except where the transportation of heavy
responsl~le for the backward condition of the country equipment was difficult, or when labor was plentiful.
at that tIme. . The general trend in Mexico indicates that within a

Since 1900, howeve.r, a? .organlze~ effort ~oward few years, modern construction machinery and
constructing and maintaining a SUItable highway methods will almost entirely supplant the older and
system has been, and is being made. more laborious practices. The lighter types of

The actual 'construction of the federal roads, under- machinery are preferred because of the comparative
taken by the present administration, was begun in ease with which they may be transported. Cater-
1925. It was financed by a gasoline tax of five and pillar type tractors, gasoline powered, crawler-
one-half cents per gallon, paid by the refiners. Later mounted shovels and cranes, light motor trucks,
a fund of $5,000,000 was set aside by the federal wheeled scrapers and dump wagons, form important
government to supplement the tax receipts. - - .. . .

. 11 *NOTE: The commencement of an engrneermg project of this
In September, 1925, the construction of the fo ow- magnitude in the fall of the year is possible in Mexico because

ing roads was begun: * . of the climate.
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cate that the remaining mileage will cost approxi-
mately $18,000.00 per mile. The third unit, while
not as difficult as the second, still presented a number
of important problems. Four major rivers and
fifty-nine streams of lesser importance had to be
bridged. Two hundred and sixty-seven drainage
culverts were installed. This section has been sur-
faced' with gravel, which will later' be oiled when
traffic warrants it. The highway itself cost roughly
$4,800.00 per mile, with an additional $4,000.00 per
mile expended on the gravel dressing.

The Mexico City-Acapulco Highway'
The Mexico City-Acapulco Highway, joining the

Capitol City with the Pacific coast port, Acapulco,
was begun in 1926. Work was started on a small
scale and it was not until 1927 that it was pushed
with any degree of speed.

A five span, reinforced concrete, arch bridge was
built across the Papagayo River at a cost of $175,000.
For almost 21 miles across the mountains the high-
way runs through cuts in solid rock. Since this
highway is not yet completed, cost figures are not
available. Preliminary reports indicate that its
cost per mile will exceed that of either the Laredo
or the Puebla projects.

Future Projects
The National Highway Commission is at present

planning two more important units in the Federal
Highway system, the Mexico City-Vera Cruz road
and the southern section of the Mexican division of
the Pan-American highway.

The Mexico City-Vera Cruz road, upon comple-
tion, will form the eastern half of an actual highway
linking the Gulf and the Pacific coasts. The Mexico
City-Acapulco highway, now under construction,
forms the western half.

With the construction of the proposed highway
from Puebla to Oaxaca and thence to the Guatamalan
border, Mexico's part of the Pan-American highway
will be completed. The Mexico City-Laredo high-
way, construction of which has already been de-
scribed, and the Mexico City-Puebla route are
already in service.

The construction of federal highways not only has
the support of the Federal Government, but also has
aroused great interest in the various state govern-
ments, where numerous local highway commissions
have been formed. These state commissions are
increasingly active and have obtained the hearty
co-operation of the municipalities. It is to be hoped
that this newly awakened interest will continue to
grow and so bring about the construction of new and
better highways, for there is nothing that so binds a
nation together, that so encourages prosperity, as
rapid and facile communication.

units in the National Highway Commission's
$2,000,000 stock of equipment.

The Mexico City-Puebla Road
The contract for this highway was let and construc-

tion was started in September, 1925. A year later
the work had progressed to a point where the road
could be provisionally opened to traffic.

In general, the old route was followed, although in
some localities it was necessary to change the align-
ment to avoid steep grades and bad curves or to effect
better river crossings. Much of the highway is so
situated that proper natural drainage could not be
secured, and extensive drainage systems had to be
constructed. Besides the drainage canals, thirty-
seven bridges and two hundred and fifty culverts
were built. The construction of the bridges, bridge
approaches and culverts was supervised by Mexican
engineers. More - than a hundred and twenty
luminous signs and warning signals were installed in
accord with accepted modern practice. Realizing
that a highway is more than a route between two
places whose sole function is to provide a pathway for
traffic, the Highway Commission has planted trees
along both sides of the roadway for a distance of
many miles. As they grow larger, these trees will
contribute greatly to the pleasure and comfort of
travel over this road.

In 1927, traffic between Mexico City and Pueblo
had increased to such proportions that the Commis-
sion decided to oil the highway over its entire length.
A nineteen and one-half-foot strip of the total
thirty-two-foot width was treated and allowed to
compact under traffic. So successful was this treat-
ment that at present, the treated portion resembles
an asphalt macadam in surface finish. The com-
pleted cost of the highway, 8.5 miles in length was,
approximately, $2,000,000.00. Work was done by
contract, under the supervision of the Mexican N a-
tional Highway Commission and its engineers.

The Mexico City-Laredo Highway
The Mexico City-Laredo Highway runs north

from Mexico City to the Texas border, connecting
there with the highway system of the United States.
This important link may be considered as divided
geographically into three distinct units; Mexico City
to Pachuca, 5872 miles; Pachuca to Montemorelos,
550 miles; and from Montemorelos to Laredo, 193
miles.

The. first unit traversing comparatively level
country, cost approximately $900,000. This figure
incl udes the cost of oiling for a width of nineteen and
one-half feet over its entire length.

The second unit, of which some 83 miles have been
completed, traverses a very rough and mountainous
region. Cost figures on the completed portion indi-
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THE 1929 BASKETBALL SQUAD

Back Row - Seegars, Kunz, Kieslitu), Allin, Popp, Moskowitz.
Front Row -Gervers, Franz, Barsdale, Early, Captain, Johnson, Berwanger, Goldmeyer.

TIED FOR CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP

Wind Tunnels a relative of the "draft tu.be" in hydraulic power
(Continued from page 19) plants. It is also used In the Venturi tube flowmeter,

Aircraft seems as yet to be in a very queer sort of for measuring the flow of water in pipes. The func-
infancy. There are many recognizable problems, tion of this cone is to facilitate the interchange of the
but the solving, or the attempt to solve, these prob- pressure and velocity energies of the fluid, in this
lems, only brings to light other phases of the ques- case air, passing through it. This is necessary be-
tion, and many times indeed an entirely new problem. cause the fluid changes its velocity in proportion as
And so the more aviation advances, the greater seem it traverses the varying areas of cross section of such
the possibilities for further advance. a cone, and therefore undergoes a change in pressure

It is only very recently indeed that the universities at each successive point. Thus, if the decelerating
and colleges have become aware of the possibilities cone is properly designed, the total energy of the
of research in avaition for thesis work for both under- air moving within the tunnel can be kept almost con-
graduates and graduate students. The Daniel stant at the varying areas; it can be kept within,
Guggenheim Fund, founded several years ago, en- and occasionally even much less than, a ten per cent
dows five universities with wind tunnels and suitable error, from one end of the tunnel to the other. One
equipment. Certainly aviation needs trained men of the many interesting problems of air craft which
to step in and carryon the splendid work which has is yet to be fully analyzed and understood may be
been done on the past quarter of a century. mentioned here. The pressure and flow distribution

One of the most important factors in wind tunnel of the air in a wind tunnel are not uniform through-
construction is the decelerating cone (Fig. 1). This out; but just how it is distributed and the cause of
is merely an adaptation of the so-called "blower certain peculiarities in a tunnel are still awaiting
chimney," which is found in ventilating circuits, and research.
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Turn On the Rea t
The guests will enter the main door into the lobby

of the Consistory, where, after checking their gar-
ments, they will pass in double line to the beautiful
drawing-room.-Buffalo Paper.

tT'~~
Bring In the Hose

Preacher (at baptism) - His name, please?
Mother - Percival Archibald Alfred Henry Smith-

son.
Preacher (to assistant) - A little more water,

please.- Frisco Magazine.
--~---

Beggar (at the door) - I've lost my right leg.
Sour Lady - Well, it's not here.

The Battle Cry
"Up and atom," cried the molecule.

-----

Ch. E. Advertisement
Nitrides at Nitrates.

------

.De Pontibus
A Statically 1ndeterminate Story

I stood on the bridge at midnight,
A simple Pratt-truss span,

And my fingers were held fixed-ended
In the clasp of my love-dear Ann.

And I sighed as I there surveyed her,
My love so passing fair.

While a sportive wind load sudden
Caused tensile stress in her hair.

"Ann, wilt thou walk beside me
'Long life's hard-surfaced road?

On my ribs' spiral reinforcement
My heart sets up an impact load."

"Oh, Ann, beam thou upon my life,
I pray thee do not dim it."

And. my joy when she softly answered "Yes"
Exceeded the elastic limit.

A uthor in hiding.
(10wa Transit)

Best Cold Cure
"Bill had a cold and he was undecided as to

whether he should stuff it or starve it."
"What did -he finally do?"
"He flooded it."

-----

"This is a pretty snappy suit," remarked the baby
as he was put into his rubber panties.

-----

A Booster or a Rooster
A Booster is a man who works earnestly for the

betterment of his business, his family, his friends, his
town and his organization.

A Rooster is a man who flaps his wings and crows
loudly over success after someone else has done all
the hard work.
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One way to trap a beaver
Not everybody in the Hudson's Bay Com- on the front lines. Organized activity sue-

pany was a trapper, any more than everybody ceeded then just as it does today. The men
in the Bell System is a telephone engineer. who put up telephone lines can work the better

The Hudson's Bay people trapped a good because back of them are other men who pains-
many beavers in the company offices, where takingly design and make their equipment, and
the skilful financing and careful business man- still other men who correlate all these activities
agement served to back up the men actually into a smoothly meshing plan.

BELL SYSTEl\1
v1 11at ion - wide Jy Jt em of in t er - con nee t in g ic Jep 110 n e J

~

, 0 U R PION E E R I N G W 0 R K H AS J US T BEG UN"
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A new Jenkins Bronze The VII arsbitdyhShop
V Z 'th ·Z· t Co ege Ha er as erya ve Wl rest len
Jenkins Disc for steam . McMillan St ., at Clifton Ave.
pressures to 250 lbs, II Cincinnati's Only Exclusive College

~ Man's Shop"

Unappreciated Talent
Cork - Yes, sah, I'm a great singer.
Coke - Where you all learn to sing?
Cork - I graduated from correspondence school.
Coke - Boy, you sure lost lots of your mail.

"-Ex.
-----

Laugh this Ophph
That a calamity in a news office, such as being

without "f''s" can be overcome, is demonstrated in
the following article in the Rocky Mountain Cyclone:

We begin the publication of the Roccay lVIountain
Cyclone with some phew diphphiculties in the way.
The type phounder phrom whom we bought our
outphit phor this printing ohphic phailed to supply
us with any ephs and cays, and it will be phour or
phive weex bephore we.can get any. The mistaque
was notphound out till a day or two ago. We have
ordered the missing letters, and will have to get along
without them till they come. We don't lique the
loox ov this variety ov spelling any better than our
readers, but mistax will happen in the best regulated
phamilies and iph the ph's and c's and x's and q's
hold out we shall ceep (sound the c hard) the
Cyclone whirling till the sorts arrive. It is no joque
to us - it's a serious aphphair.

~q ~ -X)2. Reflections of a Hold-up Victim

@M~~ should have thrown away the box urilh. directions,
'Take one every hour until relieoed?"

One-Syllable?
"That girl is wearing the last word in bathing

suits."
"Well, if the police ever catch her, it will be a sen-

tence."
-----

O. K.
J. W. Hamm, well-known Missouri restaurant mil-

lionaire, has just announced that he will add an addi-
tion to his .magnificent Hamm apartments. The
building, when completed, will be known as the
Hamm Annex.

Fig. 801
Jenkins Bronze Globe
Valve, screwed, for

250 lbs. steam.

~~<_._~-o-~

Traditions - ~~ ~.~.~
in college and in business
At every college, long-standing traditions are
part and parcel of a student's life. Campus
customs and campus ceremonies have a pro~
found effect on the characters of students and
graduates alike. ,

The - effects of long-standing traditions are
noticeable in business organizations, too. The
Jenkins tradition, established in 1864, de-
mands that valves be made for the maximum
service not merely the average, and that
standards of manufacture should be main-
tained at the highest level.

The effects of this tradition are apparent in
the reputation of Jenkins
Valves and the favor they
find with consulting and
operating eng i nee r s
throughout the country.

JENKINS BROS.
80 White Street New York, N. Y.

Send for a boo~let 524Atlantic Avenue. . ... Boston, Mass.
descriptive of ] en~ins 133No. Seventh Street .. Philadelphia, Pa.
Valves for any type of 646 Washington Boulevard .. Chicago, Ill.
bUilding in Which you JENKINS BROS., LIMITED

1nay be.interesfed. Montreal, Canada London, England

Always.marked with the "Diamond"

enkinsVq!r~S
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is a brilliant pattern, a combination of rib and
prism specially made for use in skylights. It is
easily installed and easily cleaned and may be
obtained from glass distributors everywhere.
(Plain or Wire Glass). Send for samples.

ISSISSIPPI WIRE GI..•ASS (;0. 220 FIF'I'H AVE. NEW YORK
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BOSTONIAN S
FAMOUS SHOES FOR MEN

514 VINE STREET
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Even Exchange
A woman residing in a Santa Barbara bungalow

hired a Chinese house boy. She said to him: "What's
your name?" "Chiang Kwong -Lee Chong Kee
Hop," said he. "Your name is too long; I'll call you
Edward." "What's your name; please?" he asked.
"Mrs. Horatio Rutherford Ellsworth Fitzhugh," she
replied. "Your name too long," remarked the boy, ..
"I'll call you Sally."- Washington Star.

-----

Bare Facts
Girls when they went out to swim

Once dressed like Mother Hubbard.
Now they have a bolder whim ;

They dress more like her cupboard.

People of Accoun t
He - Have you fixed the status of the people who

moved next door? -
She - Yes, they have no car, no radio, no talking

machine, no piano. I can't imagine what they have.
He - Maybe they have a bank account.
-Bank Notes of Commonwealth Bank of Australia.

~

:-z:..C'mon, Sam! That's usin' th' ole bean!"

~ '3." Matrimony
They had a fearful row. "But for one thing," she

sobbed, "I'd leave you, you brute, and go home to
mother."

"And what's that one thing?"
"M-mother's coming here. She's leaving father."

"tee ee.ts
THAT GIVE MAXIMUM RUST~RESIST ANCE!

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Highest quality steel sheets for the engi- Black and Galvanized Sheets, Keystone
neering, railway, industrial and general Rust-resisting Copper Steel Sheets, Tin
construction fields. This Company is and Terne Plates adapted to all known
the largest and oldest manufacturer of uses. Sold by leading metal merchants.

~l l\/-~r:\R T ~ \ N~FThe products of this Com- ~ 5\/11 .' :\..§I ~I ~ [ I
pany represent higheat stand- ~'OI~ I ~I ~ ~. ., /- ••••••'01 S DI~TRICT SALES OFFICE~:
ards of quality and service J. ~ I ~ ~ ~, ~ ~ {~ Chicago, Denver, Detroit.
Md' ht ld ri ht· •.•~ •.•.~ .", •..•.&.~ ,...~ __d .......•~, ...&.. a.•••• ~ ••A -~ ~ Cincinnati, New Orleans.

a e rzg -so rzg • New York, Philadelphia.
--CONTRIBUTOR TO-- S·-~"~~~-, ~-"~ Q'N' ~.~-~r\,- ~~...~ r 1-'";' ~~. Pittsburgh, and St. Louis.
SHEET STEEL. ~·11-4.1~',l . ~~t-l'l~,~~J.l ~ rl~I~'" I~~r~-r~r ~-811-r1"1«l~~~ vVr.ite near.est Sales Office
TRADE EXTENSION COMMITTEE -~ _iL_,,-,,-,"_ •.~_L~ ~ .• _R • ..llo." •••• --a-a.-oJ 0 J V •••..•~ ~ "" .•. J ..&. &...&.&...l"." ~~ formformatlOnandbooklets,

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIlIITlrlllllllllllllllllllllllillIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIli1I111111111111111111111111111UIIII lJIonuractured by IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIII/!.!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilililllllllllllllllili11111111111111111111111111111111111111

~~ I~~";\ ~merican Sheet and Tin Plate Compa!!'y ri
~,-,:~ General Offices: Frick Building, PITTSBURGH, PA. I ~~~.W

~~~~~~I ',r;t~ n SUBSIDIARY OF JY ~
~~I"""··· onmB~=- UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION ~~

Quality Products PRINCIPAL SUBSIDIARY MANUFACTURING COMPANIES: JJependo.1Jle Service
AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY ILLINOIS STEEL COMPANY THE LORAIN STEEL COMPANY
AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY CYCLONE FENCE COMPANY MINNESOTA STEEL COMPANY lENNESSEE COAL, IRON & R. R. COMPANY
AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE COMPANY FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO:Y1PANY

Pacijic CoastD-z.'stributors-United States Steel Products Company, San Francisco, Los An2"eles,Portland, Seattle, Honolulu. Export Distributors- United States Steel Products Company, New York City
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Aerial -uie-u: oJ':"San Francisco

A Novelty in '71-A oNecessity Today

J\ CCORDING to old records the first passenger elevator in San Francisco
r-\.. was installed in a photographer's gallery on Montgomery Street in 1871.

Time has wrought great changes since then, and the San Francisco
of today is a great city with many tall buildings in which Vertical Transporta-
tion is a necessity instead of a novelty.

From coast to coast, American cities are constantly growing; populations
increase each year, and buildings mount higher and higher. The Otis
organization, which pioneered the way with the world's first safe elevator, is
today meeting the needs of the present and planning to anticipate the
requiremen ts of the future.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD--
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Tact
I went to a party with Janet,

And met with an awful mishap.
For I awkwardly emptied a cupful

Of chocolate into her lap.
But Janet was cool- though it wasn't-

For none is so tactful as she,
And, smiling with perfect composure,
Said sweetly, "The drinks are on me!"

------

A Matter of Concern
Father (awaiting news) - Well, nurse, will it use

a razor or lipstick?

CUT RATE CIGAR STORE
Under Management of

GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIR SYSTEM
Shoe Shining Parlor, Magazines and Novelties

JOHN WIKETTE
228 West McMillan Street Cincinnati

Do You Remember Way Back When
Do you remember 'way back when (say thirty, forty

years)
You never saw your sweetheart's legs
But judged her by her ears.
The kids were washed each Saturday night;
Their daddy cut their hair;
Their suits were made from their uncle's pants
And they wore no underwear.
The women padded, but did not paint,
N or smoke, nor drink, nor vote;
The men wore boots and little stiff hats
And whiskers like a goat.
Not a soul had appendicitis
Nor thought of buying glands.
The butcher gave his liver away
But charged you for his hams.
You never had a bank account,
Your beer gave 6 per cent;
The hired girls got three bucks a week,
And twelve bones paid the rent.
You could stand each night when the work "vas over
With one foot on the rail
And your hip supported not a thing
Exceptin' your own shirt tail.

-----

Counting Calories
Methuselah ate what he found on his plate

And never, as people do now,
Did he note the amount of the caloric count:

He ate it because it was chow. '
He wasn't disturbed, as at dinner he sat

Destroying a roast or a pie,
To think it was lacking in lime or in fat

Or a couple of vitamins shy.
He cheerfully chewed every species of food

. Untroubled by worries or fears,
Lest his health might be hurt by some fancy dessert-

And he lived over nine hundred years.
-----

A Dollar Down
The only reason a great many American families

don't own an elephant is that they have never been
offered an elephant for a dollar down and easy
weekly payments.

ENGRAVING C00
DESIGNERS

ENGRAVERS

ILLUSTRATORS

In One or More Colors

lVIiami Building
Fifth and Elm Streets CINCINNATI

GOOD PRINTING!
ITISAMATI'ER
OF GRAY MA.TTER

~

This book was done by

THE EBBERT & RICHARDSON CO.
436 COMMERCIAL SQUARE

Formerly Pioneer Street
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E. F. STALCUP,
Headquarters Sales,
Kansas State, '21

C. E. WARE,
Contract

Administration,
Penn State, ,17

H. a, MAYNARD,
Manufacturing

Operations,
Cornell, '23YOUNGER COLLEGE MEN

'ON RECENT WESTINGHOUSE, JOBS

P. G. ROBERTS,
Production Engineer,

Penn State, '25

C. W. GUTH,
Mechanical Engineer,
Colorado School of

Mines, '22

I

ROBT. REYNOLDS,
Turbine Engineering,
Pratt Institute, '20

The Duke Power Company Turbine-Generators
Where do young college men get in a At a horseshoe bend in the 55,000 kilowatts. They will de-
large ind~strial orga~ization? Have they Catawba River in the heart of velop 15°,000 horsepower.
opporturnty to exercise creative talent? h P' d C 10 h B . 0 11

I 0 dO 'd I k 0 d~ t e ie mont aro mas, t e y operatmg at practrca y
J in tvt ua wor recognize . k COb old f 11 0 duri h 0Du e Power ompany IS UI - U capacity urlng t e en tire

of of ~ ing a generating plant which, if 24 hours of the day, letting the
TI1E largest steam-turbine gen- present plans are carried out, company's hydro-electric plants
era tor units to be installed will be the largest of its kind in handle variations in the quantity
south of the Mason-Dixon line the southeastern United States. of power required, the new units
are now being built for one The ultimate capacity will prob- will reduce current costs to a
of the most unusual organiza- ably be 600,000 horsepower. The minimum. ~ of ~

tions of its kind in the world. first two units, which Westing- Th 1 . btl .
• 0 • • e arge J a s go a arge organlza-

The Duke Power C:0mpany. IS house IS now bUI~dlng, eac~ are tions. Westinghouse holds a strong
famous for the efficiency of Its to have a generatIng capacity of appeal for young men of enterprise
powerplan ts-and for and gen~us be~ause it
the fact that its prof- W t. b almost ?ally provld~s con-
o t di t 0 b d tacts WI th outstanding de-l S are IS ri ute 0. velopmen ts In all branch-
largely to chanty. es 109 ouse es of the electric field.

~
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S~ow much are your rooms?"
, "Three dollars up to tu elue:"

"H ow much if you stay all night?"

Co-operation
Teacher (sternly) - This essay on "Our Dog" is

word for word the same as your brother's.
Small Boy - Yes, sir; it's the same dog.

A t the Head of the Stadium Steps

Green Lantern Tavern
Luncheons Dinners Tea Bridge Parties

Call Avon 7755

Disin tegra tion
A West Virginia darky, a blacksmith, recently

announced a change in his business as follows:
"N otice - De copartnership heretofore resisting

between me and Mose Skinner is hereby resolved.
Dem what owed de firm will settle with me, and dem
what de firm owed will settle with Mose."

A Diplomatic Cop
A gangster boarded a trolley car and refused to

pay his fare. At the corner of the street, the con-
ductor signaled a policeman to enter and pointed out
the tough individual.

"That man doesn't want to pay his fare. Will
you get him out of this car?" asked the conductor.

The policeman took one look at the gangster.
"I'll pay for him myself," he said.

, LEBLOND
LATHES

TOOL ROOM GRINDERS
MILLING MACHINES

T0 the engineering student body we ex-
tend a cordial invitation to visit our
modern plant, to see on display the latest
developments in lathes, milling machines
and tool room grinders, and to study our
manufacturing methods.

A visit will prove decidedly interesting to
those who contemplate positions of re-
sponsibility in manufacturing shops.

THE R. K. LEBLOND MACHINE TOOL CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Eyes
gods would envy
- you can command them

in any laboratory

OPTICAL instruments today conti~u.ally
open new worlds of all-powerful Iittle

things" for scientists to rule over.
In industry this added mastery is becoming

more and more important. To develop new
processes-to speedily control old-to insure'
at every step the precision mass production
must 11ave, optical science puts at the engi-
neer's command a 110st of convenient, accu-
rate instruments specialized to the need.

Bausch and Lomb scientists have studied the
problems of production in many fields. They
are always at your comm~nd. Callan them:

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
635 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
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POINT PIPE
I:

Resists Cor1"osion-the puddling process*
coats every inmost particle of Reading
Pipe with age..lasting silicious slag.

2
Defies Vibration-puddling imparts a
tough, rope ..like structure that does not
crystallize or fracture sharply.

:5
Threads Better-clean threads are quickly
cut, insuring tight joints that stay leak..
proof.

4
Welds Easily-pipe walls have tnaximum
strength; no "weak spots" •

5
Holds Coatings Permanently-due to the
texture of genuine puddled wrought iron,
galvanizing adheres to Reading ·Pipe four
times more thickly than to any other
ferrous pipe material. Paint and other
coatings last indefinitely.r

*There is only one way to make genuine
puddled wrought iron - the time, tested
material. Pure pig iron and silicious slag
must be kneaded and worked together
inside a flame-filled furnace, to secure
perfect and uniform distribution of the
protective slag filaments within the
metal. Time tells of only genuine puddled
wrought iron - accept no untried sub,
stitutes for Reading Genuine Puddled
Wrought Iron Pipe.

The "Ins and
Outs" of

.Endurance
Into a flame--filledfurnace gopure
pig iron and silicious slag,there to
be stirred and kneaded together
-pllddled-until every inmost <-

particle of the iron gets a rust--
proof slag coating.

Out of the puddling furnace comes
a pipe material so staunch, so
enduring, that it serves faithfully
for generations-this is Reading
Genuine Puddled Wrought Iron!

Time has shown no substitute for
the puddling process in makirig
pipe that lasts from three to five
times as long as ordinary pipe,
defying corrosion down the years.
For true economy, when you are
responsible for construction or
maintenance, insist on time--
tested, genuine puddled wrought
iron pipe-and look for the Read--
ing name and spiral knurl mark
that identify every piece of
Reading 5 point pipe.

EADINC PIP
GENUINE PUDDLED WROU.CHT: IRON

READING IRON COMPANY, Reading, Pennsylvania

Atlanta _ Buffalo .. Detroit .. New York .. St. Louis - Fort Worth.
Baltimore _ Chicago ... Houst-on .. Pittsburgh .. Tulsa - Seattle
Boston _ Cincinnati - Los Angeles - Cleveland - San Francisco - Philadelphia
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Flavored
A witty fellow says it used to be "KiESand make

up." Now it's kiss the make-up.

Irresistible Force
Statistics show that a locomotive is not afraid of an

automobile.
-----

"Have you no chivalry?" demanded the indignant
female.

"No, ma'am," replied the insulting male) "I traded
it in on a Chrysler."

---~-

"Waiter, there's a piece of rubber in this soup."
"Yes, Sir. It's strange how the automobile is taking the place

of the horse nowadays, Sir."

Another Question
A colored woman presented herself at a registra-

tion booth with the intention of enrolling and casting
her first vote in the ensuing election. She gave her
name, her address and her age; and then the clerk of
registration asked this question:

"What party do you affiliate with?"
The woman's eyes fairly popped out of her head.

"Does I have to answer dat question?" she de-
manded.

"That is the law," he told her.
"Den you just scratch my name affen de books,"

she said. "Ef I got to tell his name I don't want to
vote. Why, he ain't got his divorce yit."

-----

A Good Yarn
Salesperson (shou;ing customer golf stockings)-

Wonderful value, sir. Worth double the money.
Latest pattern, fast colors, holeproof, won'tshrink,
and it's a good yarn.

Customer - Yes, and very well told.-Exchange.

FASTER PRODUCTION
means still LOWER COSTS

to the CONSUMER

•The BROWN & SHARPE

AUTOMATIC ROD MAGAZINE

provides increased net production through
a substantial saving of the operator's time

ALTHOUGH the average person seldom real-
.n izes it when he buys a serviceable clock, safety
razor, or any of thousands of articles in daily use, his
thanks for their low cost are partly due the Brown &

Sharpe Automatic Screw Machines. Their ability to
keep costs down lies in their automatic operation
and the rapidity with which they produce accurately
formed parts.

And now, to further increase the production and
to make the cost Still lower, the Brown & Sharpe Mfg.
Co. has developed the Automatic Rod Magazine" It
consists of a bar Stock magazine with an arrangement
for advancing the rods to the machine as they are
needed. The operation is entirely automatic, thus the
operator can care for more machines and the time re-
quired for restocking is reduced to a negligible amount.

We are always ready to send descriptive material
covering the Rod Magazine and the Brown & Sharpe
Automatic Screw Machines to any Student engineer
who is interested. It will pay you to become familiar
with the equipment that holds so important a place
in modern manufaCturing.

BROWN ILl SHARPE
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO. ~ PROVIDENCE, R. r. U. S. A,
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First form

Second form

Completed
forging

Forging the Sinews
of Endurance

A corner of New Departure's mammoth Forge Plant - one of the
largest in the world - where a unique upset forging process gives

peculiar endurance to the finished ball bearing.

UPSET forging plays an interest-
. ing and important part in mak-

ing the New Departure Ball
Bearing so enduring that it will outlive
the machine in which it is installed-
and yet never uiear within itself to the
extent of requiring adjustment.

This method increases the density
of the steel by compression and like-
wise controls the flow of the steel fibre
-a feature with a direct bearing on
endurance life, as will be explained.

The bar is first heated to an exact
temperature checked constantly with
optical pyrometers to obtain a non-
oxidizing atmosphere for the
prevention of scaling. ,., ...

fo::i:g fi;:: i:1o:ak:g ~~:{$:':"'lt

inner race ring produces the shape
shown in the first form. This is im-
mediately followed by the second
operation, by which the ring is formed.
The third or piercing operation cuts
the ring from the bar.

Thus the fibre or grain of the steel
flows into carefully predetermined
channels, bringing it parallel to the
surface at the points of greatest
load in the finished and revolving
bearing.

Normalizing and annealing opera-·
tions which follow relieve all internal
strains and greatly refine the grain

size of the steel. TIle di..

,,

';;.:. rection of the fibre for

,:~,mir.i.·,; ..·.-.,.·.•:...:.•'.•,..,..,:•..:,.,....,..•.,..:,..........•'.•,...,..::....:,•.,,:..'....•..·.'.....'.:.•.:.:;;.,:,.:illlll ..I..,.......•.•......................••.•..,.:....•..:............. m a xi m u ill endurance re ..It.",;.,:., mains unchanged. .
iiii' .

~

NewDeparture Ball Bearings
The New D epa r t u reM a n u f act uri no Co.,

~ristol, Connecticut
Chicat;0 • Detroit • San Francisco
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Nearer the Tru th
As reported: "The happy couple will make their

home at the old Manse."
As printed: "The happy couple will make their

home at the old Man's."

THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER

Oh, Very Well!
A would-be soap box orator who had reached the

argumentative stage sat down next to a clergyman
in a street car. Wishing to start something he
turned to the clergyman and said:

"I won't go to heaven, for there ain't no heaven."
The expected rise was not forthcoming.
"I say there ain't no heaven. I ain't goin' to

heaven," he shouted.
The clergyman replied quietly, "Well, go to hell

then, but be quiet about it."

SEE JOHN THE BARBER'
formerly Chris Ballauer

at

228 West McMillan Street

Sales Talk
"Poor Jim has been sent to an asylum," said the

barber, flourishing a shining razor over his customer.
"Who's Jim?" asked the man in the chair.
"Jim is my twin brother, sir. Jim kept brooding

over the hard times, an' I suppose he finally got
crazy." .

"Is that so?"
"Yes, he and me worked side by side for years and

we are so alike we couldn't tell each other apart.
We both brooded a great deal, too. No money in
this business now."

"What's the reason?"
"Prices too low. Unless a customer takes a

shampoo it does not pay to shave or cut hair. Poor
Jim. I caught him trying to cut a customer's throat
because he refused a shampoo; so I had to have the
poor fellow locked up. Makes me sad. Sometimes
I feel sorry I didn't let him slash all he wanted to.
It might have saved his reason. Shampoo, sir?"

"Yes." .
----.---

The Dawn of Fame
Once, at a dinner, a lady said to Lord Northcliffe:
"Thackeray awoke one morning and found himself

famous."
"When that morning dawned," Lord Northcliffe

answered, "Thackeray had been writing eight hours
a day for fifteen years. The man who wakes up and
finds himself famous, madam, hasn't been asleep."

- London Opinion.

Drawing Instruments and Supplies

Saxonia Mail Order House
P. o. BOX 1534 PITTSBURGH, PA.

Telephone, Avon 3116

The

J. H. Fielman Dairy Co.
Pasteurized Ml-Ik

and Cream
And Other Dairy Products

2519 VINE STREET CINC.INNA~I, OHIO

NORM R. BAI{ER FAY A. NORTONBAKER & NORTON
REALTORS '.~

Professional Service in Brokerage and Buildings
410 TRACTION BLDG. MAIN 6683

Try This One
A Frenchman was relating his experience of study-

ing the English language. "When 1 first discovered
that if I was quick, I was fast," he said, "and that if
I was tied, I was fast, and if I spent too freely, I was
fast, and that not to eat was to fast, I was discour-
aged. "But when I came across the sentence, 'The
first one won one one-dollar prize,' I gave up trying
to learn the English language."- Tunney Ser1)ice.

Alarm Clocks, Wristwatches, Wristbands, Fountain Pens

I f you have trouble with your watch!
See your watchmaker

GEORGE BIERER
209 W. McMillan St., next to Clifton Ave.

Special Prices for Students

A-N-Ice Man
Once upon a time a man got up early one Sunday

morning to let the iceman in, ana not being able to
find his bathrobe he slipped on his wife's kimono.
When he opened the door he was greeted by a nice
big kiss by the iceman. And the only way he could
figure it out was that the iceman's wife had a kimono
just like the one he had on.- The Skipper.

-----

Pete and Repeat
Nurse -- Bobby, I have a surprise for you.
Bobby - I know all about it. I even know their

names.
Nurse - Why, Bobby!
Bobby - Yes, I do. When the doctor told pa he

said, "Twins, hell and blazes!" .
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Action of Explosives

Lesson No.1 of

BLASTERS' HANDBOOK
A LL explosives are solids or liquids that can be instantaneously con-n.verted by friction, heat, shock, sparks or other means into large

volumes of gas. That sounds simple, but this fundamental principle
of the action of explosives is modified by a host of circumstances.
First there are "high" and "low" explosives. Then there are all the
circumstances of purpose, methods of loading and firing and handling
and storing. Explosives are measured principally by these general char-
acteristics: Strength, Velocity, Water Resistance, Density, Furnes,
Ternperat.ure of Freezing, and Length and Duration of Flame.
Chapter One of the Blasters' Handbook makes this seemingly compli-
cated subject very easily mastered. Charts and tables explain relative
energy of different strengths. Other characteristics are explained in
classroom terms, and amply illustrated.
Many of the leading technical colleges, universities and schools are
using the Blasters' Handbook in their classroom because of its perfect
practicality. Made up by du Pont field service men out of their own
experience in a great many fields over a great many years. The text-
book of the "school of experience."

You ought to have this experience text ...book.
A valuable reference and study work. Yours for the mere asking.

Here's a coupon for your convenience.

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc., Explosives Department, Wilmington, Delaware COE-4

Without cost or obligation on my part, please send me a copy of the "Blasters' Handbook."

Name ------------------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dormitory Room NOo Street ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

City ----....-----------------------State _
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The Infernal Triangle
"Nurse," said the amorous patient, "I'm in love

with you. I don't want to get well."
"Cheer up, you won't," she assured him. "The

doctor's in love with me, too, and he saw you kiss
me this m.orning."-Exchange.

THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER

ANew Public Utility
Stranger - What's your line?
Bootlegger - I'm in the public utility game.
Stranger - How's that?
Bootlegger - Oh, I help to keep the public lit up.

-----

El Paso Times - A college education seldom hurts
a man if he's willing to learn a little something after
he graduates. -----

Our Modern Age
From the Pittsburgh "Chronicle Telegraph":
"My dear," said the old man tenderly, "today is

our diamond wedding, and I have a little surprise
for you!" "Yes?" said the silver-haired wife. He
took her hand in his. "You see this engagement ring
I gave you seventy-six years ago?" "Yes?" said the
expectant old lady. "Well, I paid the final install-
ment on it today, and I am proud to announce that
it is now altogether yours!"

-----

Tears, Idle Tears
Ch. E. (to weeping wife) -What are your tears to

me, only droplet'S of a dilute solution of sodium
chloride. -----

Officer's Privilege
Judge - What's the charge?
Cop - Impersonating an officer, Your Honor, he

took a couple of bananas from a fruit stand."
----- - Purple Cow.

"A-A-men"
When the raisin mash- is stewing

And the worm is in the still
There's a pile of gravel waiting

In the graveyard on the hill.

Safety Note
Under proper conditions a quart of gasoline will

move an automobile about four miles. Improperly
used in the home the same quantity will move two
fire trucks, two ambulances, and two hearses about
the same distance.- Pure Oil Ne-ws.

~i '- Last Call
"I've just heard your dad was an undertaker. I thought you

you said he was a physician."
" Not at all. I just said he followed the medical profession."

Cincinnati Equitable Fire -Insurance Co.
103d ANNIVERSARY OHIO'S OLDEST INSURANCE COMPANY

OFFICERS DIRECTORS

A. CLIFFO~D SHINKLE LOUIS E. MILLER
President CHARLES P. TAFT

CHARLES L. HARRISON
CHAS. L. HAR RISON CHARLES F WINDISCH

Vice-President MAURICE J: FREIBERG

LOUIS E MILLER A. CLIFFORD SHINKLE
,. TYLOR FIELD

Vice-President CHARLES J. LIVINGOOD
JOHN D. SAGE

, EDW. H. ERNST CHARLES D. JONES
Sec'y and Treasurer

~ ..
ORGANIZED APRIL, 1826

ONCE INSURED - AL WAYS INSURED

105 DIXIE TERMINAL BUILDING
POLICIES ISSUED FOR SEVEN YEARS RENEWABLE WITHOUT FURTHER PA YMENTS



INDUSTRY of the old school faced Waste
as a necessary evil.

But now there is a new scboo], the modern,
which employs new weapons to fight friction,
maintain alignment, save power and preserve
enduring machine life.

The coming generation of engineers and poten---
tial Captains of Industry are provided with
the world's greatest weapon against Waste-
Timken Bearings.

There is scarcely a single student of applied
mechanics and economics who does not know
Timken Bearings-and the exclusive combina-
tion of Timken tapered construction, Timken
POSITIVEL Y ALIGNED ROLLS and Timken
electric steel.

These graduates of the modern school are
going out on the Highway of Life. They are
going prepared to Close the Road to Waste
with Timken Bearings, wherever wheels and
shafts turn.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO.
CAN T O· N, a H I 0

."~··~~N·6·S~ -:', .

APRIL, 1929

ose ~ the
Road to ..· aste ~
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Onions for Tears
Trail, B. C., writes as follows:
"We notice that in a recent edition of the excerpts

of monthly reports the Kelowna Manager states that
the "Onion crop is strong." This may bring tears
to the eyes of the buyers but certainly not to the
sellers. No doubt, the stationery clerk will be
boosting the price of "Onion Skin" paper to the
branches.

The Home of Good Eats

Best
Service

~

Best <,

Food

McMillan at Clifton Ave.

Post Graduate
"I've never kissed a girl in all my life," remarked

the painfully proper young man.
"Well, don't come buzzing around me," announced

the little flapper. "I'm not running a prep school."
-----

Observation
She - What do you know about love?
He - Plenty; I drove a taxj for three years.

A-fter Five Days
Dick - If I mailed a letter addre.ssed to "the

dumbest man in Covington, I wonder to whom they'd
deliver it?

Andy (innocently) - They'd probably return it to
the sender.-l!)xchange.

-----

Why Salesmen Die Young
Salesman (wiping the perspiration from his brow) -

I'm afraid, 'madam, we'-ve shown you all our stock
of linoleum, but we could get more from our factory.

Customer - Well, perhaps you had better! You
see, I want something of a neater pattern and quite
small. Just a little square for my bird cave!

-'---- - Exchange.
A Time-Space Concept

Two gentlemen riding on a train were both very
much intoxicated. .

First Gent - What time is it?
Second Gent (after extracting a match box from his

pocket with much exertion and gazing at it intently) -
Thursday.

First Gent - My heavens, I've got to get offhere."
------ -Haysco Spigot.

Some Mistake
Beggar - Give me a little money to buy a m-eal

with, will ye?
College Man - Money? I haven't any money.

(Fumbling in pocket, he suddenly finds some.) Mi-
gosh, I must have somebody else's suit on!

- Iowa Frivol.

'"WHETHER it be the building of Plain Ends
a battleship, or the design of a ~ l.b~O a:o~.

simple household article, the pencil $;20e~ ckz~
is the first,requirement-the VENUS
the first pencil. ' At all

American Lead Pencil Co. dealer/
500 Willow Ave., Dept. Q10, Hoboken, N. J.

Makers of UNIQUE Thin Lead Colored
.1I1I1III ••••p•.e.n_c_ils:.20coloTs-$1.OO peT do~. <

crhe
Iarqest sellzluj
QUALITY

·Z ·'~.\pen~l tn
c:, the Wor/d

'·NUS
.• PENCIL'S

fJ .- - - . -. - o· ,

NCOSln==
l;\ ~ICATING - RECORDING - CONTROLLING l

There is a

'lfcos or

'Jiij/or
Tern.perature

Instrurn.ent

for every

prrrpose

Jay/or InRS!~'!,.'!!~n,,'.f~mpanies
u",,o.ot",,, "LA.Io/'I' !!!'''Hu~.w:·rU'lI''G olsnt'aIJTO!~!~ .,~~:~~~I~~~:~::-~



The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

--
The plant of the Cincinnati Milling

Machine Company. Over 11 acres of
floor space devoted exclusively to the
manufacture of milling machines and
cutter grinders. Established 1884.

EFFECTIVE TRAINING!
Observation and experience with those who are equipped to lead, will

broaden your vision and enable you to see Opportunity in their field.

Coupled with the splendid training offered by the University, there
must be further training and experience beyond the classroom - that
with Industry. You are thinking of experience and training that will
give you "the .basic .things or fundamentals upon which to build for the
future. .Your practical experience should bring contacts with the best
and. latest developments possible. You will find such developments and
processes being employed by us and our associate company, Cincinnati
Grinders, Incorporated, in the production of milling and grinding ma-
chines. Here these machines are being designed and built as tools to be
used in manufacturing other articles. Many of the production prob-
lems facing the AUTOMOTIVE and AVIATION industry are being
solved by our Engineering ServiceDepartment. Perhaps you are interested,
but are you preparing yourself to help solve these important problems?
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